COMMITTEE REF:
OSB C&DC/03/20

NOTICE OF MEETING
SCRUTINY CRIME AND DISORDER COMMITTEE
Date

: MONDAY, 02 MARCH 2020

Time

: 19:00
(OR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY BOARD MEETING)

Place

: COMMITTEE ROOM 3
TOWN HALL, LUTON, LU1 2BQ

Councillors:

PEDERSEN (CHAIR)
AGBLEY (VICE-CHAIR)
PETTS (VICE-CHAIR)
AHMED
P. CHAPMAN
FRANKS
A. HUSSAIN

Quorum:

3 elected Members

J. HUSSAIN
G. R. JAVED
KEENS
NICHOLLS
T. SALEEM
WYNN

Angela Fraser (01582 546070)

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Members of the public are entitled to take photographs, film,
audio-record and report on all public meetings in accordance with the Openness of
Local Government Bodies Regulations 2014. People may not however act in anyway
considered to be disruptive and may be asked to leave. Notice of these rights will be
given verbally at the meeting, as appropriate.
PURPOSE: The Crime and Disorder Committee is held annually to review and scrutinise
the work of the Community Safety Partnership in relation to crime and community safety.
This is in accordance with legislative requirement and in line with the Provision of
Sections 19, 20 and 21 of the Police and Justice Act 2006, which extends the remit of
local authorities to scrutinise crime and disorder functions. .
This meeting is open to the public and you are welcome to attend.
For further information, or to see the papers, please contact us at the Town Hall:
IN PERSON, 9 am to 5 pm, Monday to Friday, or


CALL the Contact Officer (shown above).

An induction loop

facility is available for meetings held in Committee Room 3.

Arrangements can be made for access to meetings for
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disabled people.

If you would like us to arrange this for you, please call the Contact Officer (shown
above).

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURE
Committee Rooms 1, 2, 4 & Council Chamber:
Turn left, follow the green emergency exit signs to the main town hall
entrance and proceed to the assembly point at St George's Square.
Committee Room 3:
Proceed straight ahead through the double doors, follow the green
emergency exit signs to the main Town Hall entrance and proceed to
the assembly point at St George's Square.
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AGENDA
Agenda
Item

Subject

Page
No.

1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2

MINUTES
1. 5th March 2019

5 - 16

3

Chair's Announcements

4

DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST
Members are reminded that they must disclose both the existence
and nature of any disclosable pecuniary interest and any personal
interest that they have in any matter to be considered at the
meeting unless the interest is a sensitive interest in which event
they need not disclose the nature of the interest.
A member with a disclosable pecuniary interest must not further
participate in any discussion of, vote on, or take any executive
steps in relation to the item of business.
A member with a personal interest, which a member of the public
with knowledge of the relevant facts would reasonably regard as so
significant that it is likely to prejudice the member’s judgment of the
public interest, must similarly not participate in any discussion of,
vote on, or take any executive steps in relation to the item of
business.
Disclosable pecuniary interests and Personal Interests are defined
in the Council’s Code of Conduct for Members and Co-opted
members.

5

URGENT BUSINESS
The Chair to report on any business which is considered to be urgent and
which should be discussed at the meeting in accordance with Section
100B(4)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972 and to determine when,
during the meeting, any such business should be discussed.

6

REFERENCES FROM COMMITTEES AND OTHER
BODIES
REPORTS

7

WELCOME FROM THE CHAIR OF THE
COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
(Verbal Report from the Chief Executive)

8

Delivery of CSP Business Plan 2019-20
(Report of the Strategic Regulatory Manager)
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17 - 39

9

CSP Plan 2020 - 2024
(Report of the Strategic Regulatory Manager)

40 - 74

10

Public Space Protection Order
(Report of the Strategic Regulatory Manager)

75 - 92

11

OVERVIEW OF BEDFORDSHIRE POLICE'S
COLLABORATION WITH HERTFORDSHIRE AND
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
(Verbal Update from Superintendent Jaki Whittred)

12

Public Question Time

13

Date of Next Meeting
Monday 1st March 2021

14

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972, PART VA
To consider whether to pass a resolution under Section 100A(4) of
the Local Government Act 1972 to exclude the public from the
meeting during consideration of any item listed above if it is likely
that if members of the public were present during those items there
would be disclosure to them of exempt information falling within the
Paragraphs of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act
1972.
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AGENDA ITEM

2.1
MINUTES OF THE SCRUTINY – CRIME AND DISORDER COMMITTEE
5TH MARCH 2019 AT 7.00 P.M – VENUE COUNCIL CHAMBER
PRESENT:

COUNCILLORS
Councillor Pedersen (Chair), Baker (Vice Chair), Councillors, Davis,
Franks, Keens, Mirza, Moles, Rogers, and J. Taylor.

01. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE (REF: 1)
Resolved: Apologies for absence from the meeting were received from
Councillors Agbley (Vice Chair) and Roden.
02. MINUTES (REF: 2)
Resolved: That the minutes of the meeting held on 27th March 2018 be
agreed and taken as a correct record and the Chair be authorised to sign them.
03. CHAIR'S ANNOUNCEMENT – WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS (REF: 3)
The Chair, Councillor Anna Pedersen welcomed everyone present and led
the introductions.
The Chair explained that the Crime and Disorder Committee had the
responsibility to review and scrutinise the work of the Community Safety
Partnership in relation to crime and community safety in line with legislative
requirement and to hold the Community Safety Partnership to account.
She stated the committee would not be able to address individual queries
about crime in Luton as it was a public meeting. However, opportunity would be
given at the conclusion of the meeting where time permits to take written
questions which would be collected towards the end of the meeting otherwise,
written response could be forwarded at a later date where email or contact
addresses had been provided.
She further explained the structure of the meeting with the opportunity for
Members of the Board to ask question of officers at the conclusion of each item.
Resolved: That the Chair’s announcement be noted.
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04

REFERENCE FROM OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD – BRINGING ON
STREET SEXUAL EXPLOITATION TO AN END (REF: 6.1)
Members of the Crime and Disorder Committee received the Reference
regarding Bringing on Street Sexual Exploitation to An End (Ref: 6.1). The item
was introduced by Vicky Hawkes, Service Manager Neighbourhood Delivery.
She stated that Members of the Overview and Scrutiny Board would recall that
the report on this matter was submitted to the Overview and Scrutiny Board on
14th January 2019 and it was resolved that “That the Crime and Disorder
Committee request the Bedfordshire Police to report on their action plan and
proposals to tackle on street sexual exploitation with the aim of addressing the
impact on victims and bringing on-street sexual exploitation to an end”.
Councillor Mirza explained that the reference report was in relation to her
query whether there was police action plan in place to tackle and identify from
source the demand for on street sex trade. She stated that from local resident’s
perspective the sex trade activities continue to take place and it felt that there was
very little that was being done about it. She enquired if there was real evidence
which shows that the on street sex issues were being addressed by responsible
organisations. She enquired about the level of work undertaken by the Police
and any undercover work which was taking place to capture offenders who
continue to demand or promote the on street sex trade.
In response, Greg Horsford Police Superintendent, Bedfordshire Police
stated that a huge amount of work had been undertaken in respect of protecting
vulnerable victims. A reasonable amount of undercover work continues to take
place regularly in view of tackling sexual exploitation and to protect citizens who
were vulnerable. He said however, that he was unable to give details of work
being carried out daily as most of this work was intelligence and work in progress.
He explained that the internet had changed the way in which the sex trade
currently operated because it gradually moved from on-street sex trade to the
cyber world of internet. Police officer would continue to be deployed to undertake
undercover work, specifically work relating to on line sex trade.
Members felt that it was reassuring to hear that undercover work were
taking place to investigate and tackle the sex trade and to protect the most
vulnerable in the community.
The Portfolio holder for Place and Infrastructure (Safer Stronger
Communities) Councillor Aslam Khan, also explained that quite a number of
initiatives were regularly taking place to support the work of the police including
improvement of street lightings, installation of cameras and “car number
recognition” to help reduce the demand for on street sex trade.
A Member commented that licensable and regulatory brothels with public
health support was possibly the way forward for on street sex trade and therefore
the Police involvement would be to monitor and tackle illegal trading, people not
registered thus freeing police resources to concentrate on other critical matters.
Another Member explained the need to cut off the demand for the on street
sex trade from the grass root. He stated that increased enforcement action
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against the perpetrators would reduce the supply to a bare minimum. It was
acknowledged that the issue of reduced resources in terms of enforcement action
was a challenge.
Greg Horsford Police Superintendent Bedfordshire Police in response
further explained that sex trade had been in existence from time and may never
be completely eradicated as it was driven by many factors. He said that the
Police resources were presently stretched to the limit but as much as possible the
Police would continue to take action in order to protect the vulnerable.
In response to questions regarding the regularity of police enforcement
action, the committee was informed that last year enforcement action was brought
against 2 perpetrators, however, a lot of those involved in the sex trade had
become smarter and had switched most of their activities from on street sext trade
to on line trade. This had made it more challenging for the Police however, the
number of people involved in the sex trade had reduced and no longer on the
increase due to police intelligence.
There were several initiatives and actions by the police that helped to
trigger arrest and in the past police officers had been deployed as moles and put
on special duties and undercover work to crack down on street sex trade. As the
sex trade had gradually transcended undercover tactics was now being used on
line to target underage sex exploitation more effectively.
Resolved: (i) That the report (Ref: 6.1) be noted; that the work of the
Bedfordshire Police in regarding on line sexual exploitation be noted by the Crime
and Disorder Committee;
(ii) That the Recommendation from the Overview and Scrutiny Board (Ref:
6.1) be noted;
(iii) That the Committee’s thanks to the Bedfordshire Police be recorded.
05. SETTING THE SCENE/INTRODUCTIONS/BRIEF SPEECH ON THE WORK OF
THE COMMUNITY SAFETY (REF: 7)
Laura Church Interim Chief Executive and Chair of the Community Safety
Partnership (CSP) welcomed members of the committee, colleagues and
members of the public to the 2019 Crime and Disorder Committee.
She
expressed her gratitude for the opportunity to attend this year’s meeting to briefly
talk about the work of the Community Safety Partnership in the past year and the
year ahead. She stated that this year despite the challenges and limitations with
stretched council and police resources, and a range of complex issues, the
partnership had continued to work closely with other agencies to deliver their
priorities both for the past and coming year.
She stated that the CSP would to focus on sustainability and reflect on the
effectiveness of work that had taken place and to ensure that the existing issues
had been addressed before taking on more work for the coming year. The
progress of work and achievements and the business plan for 2019-20 would be
discussed in detail during the course of the meeting.
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Resolved: That the introduction and brief speech by the Chair of the
Community Safety Partnership be noted.
06

RECORDED CRIME OVERVIEW (REF: 8)
Superintendent Greg Horsford, Bedfordshire Police and Chair of the
Reducing Violence & Exploitation Board delivered the report (Ref: 8) on the levels
of crime and overview of crime figures and antisocial behaviour (ASB) at ward
levels. Inspector James Goldsmith, Inspector Anita Clarke and Sergeant John
Killick provided additional information to support the report.

They reported on progress and highlighted key areas of work, allocated hot
sports with dedicated new PCSO Team to help tackle burglary and more invasive
crimes within the community. He said this targeted work would ensure prompt
action by the Police and also enable victims to receive support within 48 hours of
the crime taken place.
A lot more work continue to take place between
Bedfordshire Police and the CSP in order to reduce crime levels in the town
including installation of cameras in strategic places to capture and tackle crime
locally.

Members were informed of key areas in which the Police tackle crime by
utilising all of their functions and main responsibilities to locate and identify areas
of work.
The Police continue to work in an innovative and creative nature
including initiatives to target drug dealers in a proactive way. Members were
further informed of other police action plan in place to tackle crime in Luton as
follows:


Future’s House – Collaboration with Luton Council, Housing and other
partner agencies in relation to planning and risk assessment of work to
be carried out;



Utilising Local Priorities – Utilising local priorities in conjunction with
crime figures, domestic and burglary were a major priority;



Van Burglaries – This does not feature as a priority but a lot of work
was taking place around intelligence and police were looking at options
to deploy resources to address the issue of van burglaries. A more
partnership plan should be adopted and the Bedfordshire police would
like to invite the council and partner agencies to work with the police in
order to address this issue.

The Chair of the committee commented that she found “Beds Alert”
scheme very effective but enquired whether the general public were willing to sign
up to it and whether there were enough people on the scheme. In response, the
Police advised that they were currently utilising the “Neighbourhood Watch”
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coordinators but the Police would continue to promote “Beds Alert” as it was
found to be effective.
Responding to questions in relation to unlicensed motorbikes and planned
action to tackle this nuisance, Members of the committee were informed that there
had been lots of issues around addressing this matter. Volunteers who worked
as special constables were not always available for work and therefore not
sustainable, as a result, last year, the Police recruited more volunteers who would
continue to work as special constables with the responsibility to issue Section 51
notice which allowed unlicensed motorbikes to be crushed and or destroyed. He
stated that it was not always possible to pursue unlicensed motorbikes due to the
inherent risk involved.

Councillor Franks acknowledged the presence of the representative from
the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office and stated that he was pleased with
the work of the PCC. He said he understood the context and the difficulties in
deploying available resources to specific work streams, but stated that
consistency and stability was vital to this work.
Members heard that the issue of limited resources was generally
recognised by the Police hence they continuously review options to deploy
resources. Up to 20 Community Officers would be in post within the next 12
months. In terms of lifelong positions and consistency it was not always possible
as there were different pathways. In the past, there had been huge increase in
police numbers but those police officers had now been in positions for up to 30
years and some of them were now due retirement and the Police Force was now
losing their police officers not just in relation to retirement, but in a number of
ways, however increased numbers of Community Officers was expected this year
2019.
In terms of funding in respect of Neighbourhood Watch, it was stated that
funding was not the only challenge faced by the Police, there was generally
constraints around not finding the right people to be involved in the scheme but
the Police would continue to support the scheme in every way.
Members commended the work of the Police.

Resolved: That the report (Ref:8) regarding Recorded Crime Overview be
noted and that the Bedfordshire Police be commended for their work in tackling
crime in the community.
07. TOWN CENTRE PUPBLIC SPACES PROTECTION ORDER (REF: 9)
Vicky Hawkes Service Manager, Neighbourhood Delivery Luton Council
delivered the report Ref: 9 in respect of progress on the implementation of the
Town Centre Public Spaces Protection Order which came into force in July 2018.
The Service Manager explained that the Public Spaces Protection Order
(PSPO) was introduced through the Anti-Social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act
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2014. She stated that at the commencement of the PSPO in July 2018, an
engagement process took place to inform the public about the proposed
restrictions in the Town Centre. She stated that progress had previously been
reported to the Overview and Scrutiny Board in the last year.
She further advised of the details of the restrictions and progress as
follows:


Consumption of alcohol
A breach of this order would take place where a person had failed to stop
drinking or failed to give up alcohol when required to do so at the request
of the police or authorised council officer.



Begging
It was now an offence to beg within the town centre either by approaching
individuals and or sitting and loitering with the intention of asking for money
from passers-by. This offence would only occur when an individual fail to
stop begging when requested to do so. This was an addition to the current
criminal offence of begging only enforceable by the police.



Urinating and Defecating in a public space
This was prohibited in defined areas of the town centre and a number of
penalty charges had been issued and a high number of payments
recorded. She added that there were no prosecutions recorded.

The Service Manager explained some of the impact and progress of the
PSPO as highlighted in the report. She stated that there had been visible
reduction in the antisocial behaviour issues outlined within the responsibility of the
PSPO within Luton Town Centre. She said there might be further progress made
during the summer months.
In terms of compliance, and data collected since implementation, positive
feedback from partners including the Mall Security had been received. Also a
number of PSPOs had used their powers in a number of ways since the
implementation and high compliance had been recorded. Members were further
informed that by September 2019, the service would be able to evident and
evaluate more transparently the impact of the PSPOs in having positive effect.
She explained that the PSPO was linked with anti-social behaviour order and it
was not to be used in isolation.
It was stated that an annual review of the PSPO would take place to track
its progress and effectiveness, whilst capturing seasonal trends, it was expected
that there would be visible behavioural change and reduced breaches in the near
future.
In response to questions relating to the number of paid penalty charge
notices (PCN), it was stated that where PCN had not been paid, the next line of
action was prosecution; however, that very few prosecutions had been recorded,
was evident that offenders regularly paid their penalty charges.
In terms of dog fouling, a Member commented that there was need to do
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more and tackle the issue from the grassroots of the problem as people currently
use bags but would then resort to dumping the used bags in the green space or in
the bushes nearby. She stated that the provision of more bins should be
considered as an option. In response, the Service Manager explained that the
PSPO had not been extended to all areas in Luton as the Order was particularly
to address the issues in the town centre.
The Portfolio holder for Place and Infrastructure (Safer Stronger
Communities) Councillor Aslam Khan stated that the provision of additional bins
may not be a workable solution and although there was no easy way of
addressing this matter, the service would continue to educate members of the
public, it was about behavioural change.
In terms of available figures, the Service Manager stated that the figures
were currently not available; however, there were quite a number of repeat
offenders which would be subject of full analysis in due course.
A Member stated that in relation to the street drinking and begging, there
were visible number of offenders at the town centre during evening times, he
enquired how resources was spread and or distributed to tackle this issue. In
response, the Service Manager advised that resources were robustly spread
during day and evening times but mainly within the town centre.
It was stated that the train station was another key area that should be
looked into, as begging was quite visible in this area during day or night time.
In terms of referrals, the Police and Council Officers continue to identify
and refer offenders for support to various groups including the Town Centre
Intervention Group, the Police and Council.
The PSPO had been carefully
designed taken into consideration the complex nature and the vulnerability of the
group involved.
A Member stated that in London, a scheme which deterred people from
giving cash but instead use alternative method of support had been designed and
it appears to be effective. The scheme encourages giving through alternative
means more beneficial to them.
Councillor Aslam Khan stated, that the service would continue to explore
different approaches and options to help understand what was driving the
behaviour of this particular group. He said the “Alternative Giving Scheme” which
gives members of the public opportunity to make donations to Housing support
and other support agencies would continue to run alongside the PSPO to help
mitigate perception and to help bring awareness to members of the public.
Councillor Mirza, suggested that the service should look into displaying
signs of the “Alternative Giving Scheme” at the train station and at other strategic
places within the town to ensure that people who may wish to support this
vulnerable group were made aware of other means more beneficial.
Resolved: (i) That the report (Ref: 9) regarding the town centre Public
Spaces Protection Order be noted;
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(ii) That the Service be requested to publicise “Alternative Giving Scheme”
more widely with signs displayed around the train station and other strategic
places in the Town Centre in order to discourage people from giving cash but also
encouraging them to give in a way that would be more beneficial to this vulnerable
group.
08. ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROGRESS
PARTNERSHIP (REF: 10)

OF

THE

COMMUNITY

SAFETY

Vicky Hawkes Service Manager, Neighbourhood Delivery Luton Council
delivered the report (Ref: 10) in respect of recent achievements and delivery of
the work of Community Safety Partnership Plan (CSP) 2018/19. She stated that
the partnership was near the completion of the second year of delivery and that
this report sets out the key activities undertaken by the partnership. The current
CSP Plan covering 2017 to 2020 tabled at the meeting was the overarching plan
which set out the partnership’s key actions and priorities.
The Service Manager highlighted some of the key achievements of the
partnership as follows:










Partial closure order on 60 private properties in Farley was successfully
obtained by the partnership following high levels of ASB and
complaints. Members of the committee were informed that this was a
significant achievement that had received positive feedback from the
community. The project was further extended for a 3 months period.
closed in one area – This was a good piece of work
Visible reduction of antisocial behaviour in respect of the new PSPO in
designated areas of the town centre
High number of community based campaigns successfully took place
and these included World Cup Domestic Abuse Campaign, Hidden
Victimisation Campaign, 16 days of action against domestic abuse and
Hate Crime Awareness Week, etc.
A range of different activity had been delivered under the Keep Luton
Safe, and Keep Luton Tidy brand in the past year, and Luton achieve
Purple Flat status; Delivered a Responsible dog ownership campaign,
deployed officers into hot spot areas, and received a Platinum award
for Dog Warden Team, etc.
A new on street sexual exploitation strategy consultation group which
informed the redesign of the strategy, already signed off by the
Partnership and Council Executive.
The highlight of the year was Operation Core Approach

David Collins, Operations Manager Youth Offending highlighted areas of
work in relation to serious youth violence. He explained key developments and
success of innovative work and progress as follows:


Delivery of education programmes in Key Stage 2 and 3: He stated
that the key stage 2 educational programmes had been rolled out and a
lot of work was planned in relation to Key Stage 3 programmes. It was
planned that every 9 years old would receive information leaflet on
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knife crimes and drugs related crimes.
Production of the Serious Youth Violence (SYV) Community
Engagement Plans
Development of the Community Volunteer Engagement Group
Delivery of the Amber Unit and MagPlan and a number of individuals
had expressed their interest to become part of engagement forum.
In relation to domestic abuse services, the Partnership had carried out
an audit of local services and key gaps and priorities had been
identified.
An external grant funding had been received from the Home Office for
two bids in Housing support. The criteria for Luton Youth Funds had
changed in terms of performance framework and the LLAL funding.

A series of community involvement events on tackling serious youth
violence were delivered and public feedback and involvement informed further
work carried out by the Youth Offending Team. Putting public engagement into
perspective, there was now better understanding of the issues around
exploitation.
The Service Manager further informed the committee of other areas of
work including successful case conference and safeguarding hobs which were
launched.
She explained the two areas of recommendations to the Committee and
stated:
a) Lay Members concept with the CSP – This was a concept which would
enable the CSP to consider introducing lay members into appropriate
partnership meetings subject to suitable vetting and selection criteria to
enable greater involvement and participation by members of the public
but also to ensure that confidential and sensitive matters remained
confidential and controlled.
b) Reducing duplication of work in terms of cross-cutting with other
boards. It was stated that currently significant duplication of work
existed in terms of reporting to statutory and non-statutory boards
including the Children & Adults Safeguarding Boards and the Youth
Justice Board, etc. These cross cutting work had led to a high number
of duplication of work
In response to questions and comments from members of the committee,
Officers advised that early intervention and identification of issues was vital in
terms of resilience for young people already known to the system and MAGPAN
was a key player and link to relevant agencies. Members expressed concern
about the lack of communication between agencies and the constraints involved.
It was further stated that MAGPAN operated within its statutory
responsibility and therefore may not necessarily be able to share information held
with other organisations.
However, the Service was currently looking at a
suitable model where information could be centralised to enable shared access.
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The Click Software which could connect different data base was one of the ideas
currently being explored but this required verting of information before being
centralised. It should be noted that the statutory constraints in relation to shared
information was a national problem.
With regards to serious violence, Luton Council had a sustainable plan and
was ahead in comparison to many local authorities.
In relation to the prevent agenda, there was assurance from the Police that
a multi-agency approach and plan had been adopted.
Resolved: (i) That the report (Ref: 10) regarding achievements and
progress of the work of the Community Safety Partnership 2018/19 be noted.
(ii) That the proposal for the CSP to consider the introduction of lay
members into appropriate partnership meetings subject to suitable vetting and
selection criteria be supported by the Crime and Disorder Committee.
(iii) That the proposal for the CSP to work with other boards in order to
reduce duplication of governance in relation to issues that fall between 2 or more
boards be supported by the Crime and Disorder Committee.
09. COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP BUSINESS PLAN (REF: 11)
Vicky Hawkes Service Manager, Neighbourhood Delivery Luton Council
delivered the report (Ref: 11) regarding the Community Safety Business Plan and
advised that this was the final year of the business plan for 2018/19. She stated
that there were three key areas for consideration.
1) Completion of activity and focus on sustainability and ongoing work.
The plan captures key activity.
2) New Approach – Proposal to adopt a long term plan for a geographical
pilot zone and targeting operation; and coordinated approach to a
particular area;
3) Planning for the Community Safety Partnership process to identify the
priorities for 2020 onwards – This would focus on full strategic
assessment of the process and would be one of the new roles for the
Community Safety Partnership Manager new in post to review the plan.
Members of the Committee were being asked to support the plan as set
out in the report.
In response to the timeline for planned work, the Service Manager stated
that the plan was still at an early stage of the process, but explained that timeline
and target for completion was before the end of this year 2019.
In terms of taking the lead on specific project, as the plan progresses
specific organisations would be identified in the plan.
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Resolved: That the report (Ref: 11) regarding the Community Safety
Partnership Plan 2019-20 be noted and supported by the Committee.
(ii) That the proposal for the Community Safety Partnership Executive to
adopt a pilot target area, as set out in section 2 of the business plan be supported
by the Committee
(iii) That the Community Safety Partnership be requested to submit a
formal report on the progress of work regarding the proposed pilot of target areas
to the next meeting of the Crime and Disorder Committee in 2020.
(iv) That the proposal for the Community Safety Partnership Executive to
adopt the Business Plan for 2019-2020 be supported by the Committee.

10. PUBLIC QUESTIONS (WRITTEN QUESTIONS ONLY) (REF: 12)
The Chair announced that two written questions had been received. She
read out the first question and called on the questionnee to expand on the context
of the question.
She explained that children and young people were growing up not
knowing the difference between what was real and what was not. She said
professional support was lacking and this should be addressed in conjunction with
their parents who appear to be lost in transition as a result of modern day
challenges. The parents had no understanding of how to provide support for their
children who caught up in modern day vices. She stated that all these
professionals should share their skills and to start looking at the solutions and to
think of ways of engaging with the parents.
The Chair stated that written responses would be provided in respect of
questions received.
Resolved: That the public questions be noted and written responses be
provided where necessary.

11. CONCLUSION AND ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO CSP
The Chair Councillor Pedersen thanked all Members of the Community
Safety Partnership and the Police for their attendance and contributions towards
community safety. She also thanked members of the public and officers for their
attendance.
She advised of recommendations from the committee to be considered by
the community safety partnership during the year with outcome to be reported to
at the next meeting of the committee in March 2020.
1. That the Crime and Disorder Committee recognise the significant work
undertaken by CSP in relation to the implementation of the Town Centre
Public Protection Order (PSPO) which came into effect in July 2018; and
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the Community Safety Partnership (CSP) be requested to submit the
outcomes in due course;
2. That the Crime and Disorder Committee acknowledge the significant
progress of work undertaken by the CSP in their delivery of the Community
Safety Partnership Plan during 2018-19, support the 2 overarching
priorities:



Reducing violence and exploitation;
Keeping Luton safe and tidy;

and request the CSP to further identify local issues of gang related
violence including knife crime in view of the current high national
profile on this topic;
3. That the Crime and Disorder Committee support the proposal for CSP
to consider introducing lay members into appropriate partnership meetings,
subject to suitable vetting and selection and that CSP be requested to
report on progress once the idea is further developed over the coming year;
4. That the Crime and Disorder Committee acknowledge the significant
cross cutting work with other statutory boards, especially in relation to
reducing violence and exploitation which cuts across the work of these
boards; but request that any potential duplication in these areas be
addressed by the CSP so as to make most effective use of the resources
available.
Resolved: That the Recommendations as read out by the Chair and as
listed above be adopted by the Crime and Disorder Committee; that thanks to the
Community Safety Partnership and the Police be recorded.
(Meeting ended: 21.00pm)
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD (OSB)

AGENDA ITEM

(CRIME AND DISORDER COMMITTEE)

8

DATE OF MEETING: 2nd March 2020
REPORT OF: Community Safety Partnership Executive
REPORT AUTHOR: Vicky Hawkes, Service Manager – Public Protection
TEL : 01582 546159
SUBJECT:

Delivery of the Community Safety Partnership Business Plan 2019 -20

PURPOSE
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide the Crime & Disorder Committee with an
update on the delivery of the Community Safety Partnership Business Plan over
2019-2020.

RECOMMENDATIONS
2.

The Crime & Disorder Committee is recommended to note the content of
the report in terms of progress made on the CSP Plan for 2019 – 2020.

REPORT
3.

The current Community Safety Partnership Plan runs from 2017 – 2020
(attached as Appendix A). It sets out two key priorities for the CSP which are:



Reducing violence and exploitation
Keeping Luton safe and tidy

4.

A CSP Business Plan is created annually which sets out the focus of work for the
CSP in that year. The current business plan for 2019 – 2020 is attached as
Appendix B to this report. The appendix sets out an overview of the actions
undertaken by the CSP during the year and an overview of progress to date.

5.

The Crime & Disorder Committee should note that the business plan does not set
out all day to day or operational work that takes place around these agendas and
for 2019-2020 has focused on:
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Completion of partnership plan actions – which were designed to complete
the work of the CSP Plan which comes to an end in March 2020.
Planning and developing the partnership plan for 2020 onwards.

6. Members from a cross section of the CSP agencies will be in attendance at the
Crime & Disorder Committee to answer questions on the delivery of the Business
Plan for 2019 – 2020.
PROPOSAL/OPTION
7. It is proposed to note the content of this report and the delivery of the CSP
Business plan for 2019 – 2020. Additional recommendations or comments may
be made to the CSP following the discussion of the item.
APPENDIX (if any)
A. Community Safety Partnership Plan 2017 – 2020
B. Community Safety Partnership Business Plan 2019 - 2020
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS (if any)
None
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APPENDIX A

Luton Community Safety
Partnership Plan 2017-2020

Luton
Clinical Commissioning Group

Committed to reducing crime and
anti-social behaviour in Luton

www.luton.gov.uk/communitysafety
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Community Safety Partnership Plan | 2017-2020

What is Luton
Community
Safety
Partnership?
Luton’s Community Safety Partnership is
a collection of statutory agencies working
together to reduce crime and antisocial
behaviour across the town. The Luton
partnership goes further than this and
includes a wide range of committed
organisations, local charities, businesses,
residents and community groups who
work independently and together to make
Luton a safer and stronger place.

2

The Partnership’s key role is to actively
lead on the development of strategies
relating to crime and crime reduction
within the town. It takes into account

Luton’s community safety issues, including
those which have been raised by the
town’s communities, and decides what
actions can be taken collectively to reduce
crime.
The Partnership also contributes to the
preventing extremism and terrorism
agenda, which is overseen by a dedicated
Luton Prevent Board.
This document demonstrates our
recent achievements and sets out the
priorities the partnership has identified
for the next three years.
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Priorities 2017-2020
The partnership recognises that a long term commitment to
tackling these issues is required and has decided to commit to
these priorities for 2017-2020:

REDUCING VIOLENCE AND EXPLOITATION
YOUTH VIOLENCE
DOMESTIC ABUSE
LABOUR EXPLOITATION TACKLING EXTREMISM
CHILD AND ADULT SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

KEEPING LUTON SAFE AND TIDY
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
ENVIRONMENTAL CRIME
ON AND OFF STREET SEX TRADE
CONFIDENT, COHESIVE COMMUNITIES
An annual business plan will set out the key projects and activities the partnership will be
undertaking to deliver on each of the above priorities. The current version can be found
on the Council’s website www.luton.gov.uk/communitysafety
It is important to note that whilst the partnership focuses on its identified priorities,
work will continue to tackle crimes and priority issues identified by the police and other
agencies within their own operating practices.
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3

Community Safety Partnership Plan | 2017-2020

4

How is the partnership held to
account?
The Community Safety Partnership Executive holds overall responsibility for the delivery
and performance of the partnership. Chief Officers from the statutory organisations set
the direction and hold the agencies accountable for delivery.
The Partnership Delivery Board implements the annual programme of work, identifies
emerging issues and takes action to address those issues. The board is supported by
commissioned delivery groups made up of local experts who can drive forward the
delivery of work.
A Crime and Disorder Committee is held annually where councillors, elected by residents,
review the work of the partnership.

How to report crime
Residents can report crime, anti-social behaviour or
intelligence through 101; or 999 in an emergency.
Environmental crimes can be reported to the council
through 01582 510330 or online at www.luton.gov.uk/
communitysafety
Hate crime can be reported at www.report-it.org.uk
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Our Main Aims
Alongside annual performance measures
we have the following overall ambitions:
Keeping victims and communities at the
centre of our approach
Tackling crime and anti-social behaviour
affecting our communities

Reducing re-offending

Promoting early intervention

Empowering communities to stay
safe and feel safe
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Community Safety Partnership Plan | 2017-2020

Our recent
achievements

VICTIM SUPPORT BECAME

‘LEADING LIGHTS’

ACCREDITED FOR ITS SERVICES

s

TO VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC ABUSE
The Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub

commenced operation to provide
joined up case assessment and action
for vulnerable people across the
town.
Luton obtained White Ribbon Status – a

commitment across the town never to
commit, condone or remain silent about
violence against women.

95% OF CASES MANAGED BY THE
PARTNERSHIP ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR TEAM

6

WERE SUCCESSFULLY RESOLVED
MEANING THAT THE

ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

STOPPED



A Pan Bedfordshire Child Sexual

Exploitation Strategy & Action plan was
created and implemented.

Bedfordshire Police (pictured

above)launched their Emerald
Unit to investigate domestic crime
and serious sexual offences.

A sexual relationship education

programme for secondary schools was
developed and commenced rollout to
teach young people about safe, healthy
relationships.
Additional programmes for perpetrators

of domestic abuse were delivered
through Relate and the Integrated
Offender Management programme.

Increasing numbers of hidden victims

of hate crime, domestic abuse and
exploitation came forward to report
crimes.
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Our recent
achievements

A NEW CONTRACT FOR
DRUG ALCOHOL SERVICES



IN LUTON WAS COMMISSIONED TO START ON

Luton adopted a disruption toolkit to

target and disrupt places where child
sexual exploitation can take place.

Joint work arrangements were

developed to work together to tackle
human trafficking and modern day
slavery including working with the
airport to identify potential victims.

1ST APRIL 2017

Y

MORE AGENCIES

SIGNED UP TO BE

THIRD PARTY

REPORTING CENTRES FOR

HATE CRIMES

Operations were undertaken to

target rogue landlords, houses in
multiple occupations and labour
exploitation.

7

19 schools participated in a Euros

competition which aimed to educate
young people on the effects of bullying
and how it can manifest into hate crime.
Operation Sentinel was

deployed to target hotspot
locations and took increasing
amounts of action against kerb crawlers
and men who were exploiting women in
the on street sex trade.

BEDFORDSHIRE POLICE
CLOSED DOWN A LARGE
NUMBER OF PROPERTIES

ASSOCIATED WITH THE

EXPLOITATION OF

WOMEN



Assertive outreach continued to support

women drug users to exit the on street
sex trade.

MORE YOUNG

 PEOPLE 8 888
SIGNED UP TO  

BE HATE 

CRIME AMBASSADORS
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Our recent
achievements

The Town Centre Intervention Group

The ASB soLUTiONs Unit developed

services to victims by integrating
support services provided by Mind, the
safer Luton partnership, Mediation and
Stronger families.

continued to coordinate activity to
intervene with people causing antisocial behaviour in the town centre
and to take enforcement action
against those who continued.

Consultation took place for a Public

Spaces Protection Order for the town
centre.

Hate crime awareness was delivered

through a week of action, sessions in
schools, a conference for local services
and ongoing media to publicise hate
crime convictions.

The Multi-agency gang panel was

Luton Borough Council launched its new

neighbourhood enforcement team to
provide additional visibility across the
town and obtained community safety
accreditation status.

re-designed to ensure earlier
intervention with individuals involved
in or at risk of involvement in youth
violence.

The #keepLutontidy campaign was

Operation Meteor continued and

the police seized over 50 nuisance
motorcycles.

launched and the first weekend saw
over 500 bags of litter cleared from the
streets on Luton, by volunteers, Luton
Borough Council officers, local school
children and Bedfordshire Police staff.
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APPENDIX B

Year three business plan – 2019-20
The following table identifies key actions and projects which have been identified through the strategic assessment programme.
No.

Key actions and major projects

Partnership
Linked
Progress
Leads
document
Completion of partnership plan actions – these actions are designed to complete work in relation to the partnership plan
2017-2020.
This plan does not set out the ongoing operational work of the partnership on each thematic area.
Deliver the ongoing Ending Adult Gerry Taylor,
A review was undertaken in September 2019
1.
Exploitation strategic action plan.
Strategic Lead
and a new delivery plan was created to focus
Adult Exploitation
for Exploitation
the actions on 5 key areas of activity, which are:
Strategy.pdf
 Targeted communications
 Strategic lead resource
CSP Adult
 Hotspot operation
Exploitation Action Plan 209-2020.docx
 Introduction of the new Violence &
Exploitation Reduction Unit
 Preventing Violence Against Women &
Girls Policy
2.

Deliver
key
communications
messages for the partnership for 1920. To include
a. Coercive/forced behaviour
campaign.
(Exploitation/Domestic
Abuse)
b. Keep Luton safe, keep Luton
tidy (Enviro-crime, anti-social
behaviour
and
general

Mariana Brown,
Communications
Officer (Place)
Luton Council

a. Initial work has started on the coercive
behaviour/forced exploitation campaign.
The first two moving motion videos have
been created and approved for release.
The first video focuses on forced
prostitution and the second on coercive and
Hate Crime
controlling behaviour.
Awareness Week Timetable.xlsx
These
are
being
prepared
for
release/launch in January 2020.
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c.

d.

e.
f.
g.

h.

messages around safety and
confidence)
Community clear ups and
opportunities for improved
environmental standards.
Geographical priority (to
confirm following selection of
the location).
Town centre focus
Domestic abuse 16 days of
action (25th November 2019)
Hate crime awareness. (1219th October 2019) (County
wide focus and locally linked
to many voices, one town &
Luton in Harmony).
Violence against women and
girls – 16 days of action. (25th
November 2019)

Additional storyboarding underway for the
other subject areas.
b. Keep Luton Safe, Keep Luton Tidy,
Facebook page is up and running.
The page has increased from 1,119 likes in
Jan 2019 to 2,199 and the number of
followers has increased from 1,185 to 2,318
(number accurate in January 2020)
Many Voices, One Town campaign has
launched:
Responsible dog campaign took place
during Lewsey Festival (June 2019). The
annual competition will not take place this
year and instead the campaign will focus on
pro-bono activities and adopting a
homeless dog.
c. 78 volunteers took part in the Great British
Spring Clean events in 2019 and 434 bags
of rubbish were collected. A Great British
Spring Clean event in High Town resulted in
the instillation of a fence on Mussons Path,
to block off a popular flytipping area. There
have been a number of small clean ups
delivered in local areas, led by Signposts.
Work is ongoing to establish a plan for
future clean ups across the town.
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d. High Town was pinpointed as the
geographical priority area. To date, limited
local communications have been put out,
but once the action plan is designed,
comms will be put out into the community.
e. 2 workshops have been held, to specifically
focus on issues in the Town Centre.
The Town Centre PSPO is still currently live
and enforced on a daily basis. The NET
team now boasts 8 officers and 1 team
leader. At full establishment, this will be 12
officers and 2 team leaders.
The ‘Big Change Initiative’ has been
launched.
They represent 20+ local
services and people with lived experience,
working across the town to help people
build a life away from the street. They’re
asking Lutonians to donate spare time,
items or money to help people experiencing
homelessness to build a life away from the
street. Contactless points have been
installed in The Mall and at the train station,
where people can donate £3 simply by
holding their payment card to the system.
f. Communications appeared on the council
FB Page, ‘Keep Luton Safe, Keep Luton
Tidy’ FB page and the council twitter page
throughout the 16 days of actions, with
messages being shared and retweeted by
organisations included in the Bedfordshire
DA Partnership. There was a mix of new
creatives made, as well as existing videos
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3.

Review the anti-social behaviour Vicky Hawkes,
strategic position. The current Service
strategy ends in 2019.
Manager,
Public Protection
Luton Council

Anti-social behaviour
strategy 2016-19.pdf

(details
included
in
the
attached
‘Communications 19-20’).
g. Please see attached communications for
Hate Crime week 2019.
h. Complete – champions event launched and
events planned for 2020.
A review has taken place in relation to the ASB
Strategy. The targets have been met in relation
to reductions in youth anti-social behaviour and
nuisance motorcycles. Work in these areas
should continue as business as usual. Any
decline in performance will be flagged through
the performance monitoring regime.
The two areas where the targets have not yet
been met are the town centre ASB and
neighbour based ASB.
We are on target to meet all of our ASB targets
for this year (as per embedded document
below).
ASB
performance.pdf

4.

Review of the strategic position in David Collins,
relation to youth violence. The Head of Youth
current strategy ends in 2020.
Offending
Service, Luton
Council

MAGPan remains the intelligence and
safeguarding hub for all agencies to ensure
Serious youth
there’s a collective responsibility for young
violence strategy 2016-20.pdf
people, who become exploited through gang
associated behaviours. The intelligence picture
continues to allow services to provide earlier
intervention to safeguard individuals but also
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provide the necessary information for the police
to pursue and enforce organised crime.
The Amber unit now has a presence in most
schools. There has been regular contact with
schools in most areas, responding to concerns
from the school, reporting possible tensions.
Where there have been incidents of violence in
the local area, Amber has been deployed to
speak to groups of young people at the local
schools. Amber is still providing the restorative
interventions in schools to ‘nip’ incidents in the
bud.
The Amber Unit has undertaken delivery of
group work to targeted individuals identified to
be at risk of exploitation and criminality in
schools and alternative providers. Six week
programmes focusing on knife crime and gangs
have been delivered in 3 High Schools, 1
Primary School and 1 Alternative Provision with
a further 2 High Schools, 2 Alternative
providers and 2 Community Sports Clubs set to
start imminently. Many young people have
benefited from these group work programmes
to date. Amber have also jointly delivered with
the Targeted Youth Service at the multi-agency
Well Being Days organised in High schools by
Public Health. Feedback from these
programmes has been positive, both from the
young people involved and from professionals.
Through the work of MAGPan and Amber,
there is closer liaison with schools. The Key
Stage 2 PHSE programme has now rolled out
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to primary schools in Luton and this has
received positive feedback. In 2019, there has
been a number of other initiatives aimed at the
earlier age group. Funded through LLAL, there
was an innovative drama based intervention
attended by hundreds of younger children. This
was aimed at raising awareness about violence
and exploitation.
The key stage 3 specialist intervention has not
been operating in Luton secondary schools for
three years and in 2020, has been
commissioned through the funding received by
the CSP from the VERU. There has been a
positive evaluation of this programme in 2019.
Working in partnership with the VERU, funding
has been made available for targeted
interventions to cohorts of young people from
the MAGPan, Amber and development of a
programme in the YOS to raise awareness of
the issues faced by black British boys in Britain
called ‘The Future Begins Today’. This
programme is being delivered in the YOS but
also in the Avenue Centre for Education which
teaches a number of boys exploited through
gang associated behaviour and excluded from
school.
There have been a number of organisations
funded through the LLAL Luton Youth Fund.
The specific criteria of this fund means that
local community interest companies and
charities can offer targeted work to a range of
young people at risk of exploitation. In 2019,
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this fund has seen organisations work with the
MAGPan partnership to develop diverse
programmes to address issues faced by young
people in Luton but also parents exploring the
need to build more resilience to support their
children.
As a partnership, we are committed to
engaging young people through being visible in
the places they go and building relationships.
We are aware this engagement needs to be
available in a number of forms to engage all
young people. However, engagement usually
occurs in schools and youth clubs or through
frameworks such as Youth Independent
Advisory Groups and we also need to engage
with the young people that would usually go
unheard. Young people currently involved in
gang associated behaviours need to have their
voice heard, we have to approach them like
they are giving advice to a younger generation
on how to avoid the same issues they face.
We have created a framework of 11 questions
which have been used in meetings and
conversations with groups of 3-6 young people
in 6 different areas of Luton over the past 12
months. These young people have been
engaged specifically due to either their active
involvement in criminal or gang related
activities or due to them not being in school or
education and vulnerable to crime or gang
related activities. Ultimately the first part of this
project sought to get advice from young people
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5.

Review the findings of the town Superintendent
centre workshop and deliver the Greg Horsford.
recommendations for the CSP.
Chair of the
Partnership
Delivery Board

involved in risky and gang associated
behaviours to assist us with future strategies,
however the questions had been devised to
ensure that we are not seeking to blame young
people for their involvement. These outcomes
have led to the commission of phase two of this
programme in 2020. The intention is to build on
this initial project and develop a framework
where the voices of these hardest to reach
young people are heard more often and their
ideas used to inform future strategies for
dealing with children and young people who
have vulnerabilities that make them susceptible
to exploitation.
A second Town Centre workshop (held in
November 2019) focussed on what the
Partnership felt ‘good’ looked like, in terms of
making a difference to the Town Centre.
Followed by the members completing a survey
re: the Town Centre PSPO. The partners
discussed the perceptions of the community vs
the reality of the frontline officers working to
address the PSPO. The last perception of
crime survey was undertaken prior to the Public
Spaces Protection Order. A fresh survey has
been commissioned for January 2020, whilst
considering the proposed amendments to the
Town Centre PSPO.
Strong links have been established and/or
strengthened over the year with the
 Homeless Reduction Partnership
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Rough Sleeping Coordination service
Business Improvement District
Responsible Authorities Group
Luton Investment Forum & Inclusive
Growth Commission.

Partners were included in the consultation
phase of the Inclusive Growth project and a
connection has already been made with the
Town Centre Masterplan team to integrate the
work of the CSP into the longer term planning.
The focus of activity this year has been
establishing the ‘Big Change’ brand with the
lead sitting within the Homeless Reduction
Partnership.
This launched on the 16th
December 2019.

6.

Undertake a 6 month review of the
weekly
Multi-Agency
Risk
Assessment process and evaluate
performance.

Joy Leighton,
Chair of the
MARAC Sub
Group

The Partnership Delivery Board has identified
that a Town Centre Community Safety Board
should be established specifically and will be
built into the plans for 2020-2024.
A review was undertaken of the pilot of the new
MARAC Model. It was agreed that this was not
working sustainably for Luton and in April 2019,
it was agreed to move to a fortnightly model,
which started in June 2019.
Responsibility for the MARAC has moved to the
People department within the strategic
safeguarding unit.
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7.

8.

9.

Publish the Domestic Homicide Vicky Hawkes
review outcomes.
Emma Colclough

Deliver and implement a hate crime Luton Lead TBC
action plan for Luton.
Bedfordshire
Hate Crime
Group

Carry out a series of workshops in
relation to domestic abuse to inform
a wider discussion on the direction
of travel for domestic abuse.

DHR001/2016 is due for publication in
February 2020 once the required notification
period to the family has passed.

Hate Crime Delivery
Plan 2019.docx

Vijay Patel,
LSCB
Business
Manager

DHR002/2016 will be re-submitted to the Home
Office Quality Assurance panel for approval.
Luton supports the Bedfordshire Hate Crime
Action Plan (attached). The actions are due to
be updated at the next Pan Beds meeting, at
the end of January 2020.
A number of activities took place during Hate
Crime Week (updated in action 2).
Completed. An overview of the workshops is
attached.

DA Workshop
Report.pdf
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Planning towards the Community Safety Partnership Plan – 2020 onwards
10.

11.

Undertake
the
full
strategic
assessment process to support the
identification of priorities /action
planning.
Undertake a series of events with
stakeholders, partners and the
public to formulate the plan for 2020
onwards.

Sophie
Langston,
Business
Intelligence
Community
Safety
Partnership
Manager

Completed in January 2020.

Events held in Autumn to Winter – 2020 in the
context of:








High Town operational planning
Town Centre partners
Homeless partnership
Domestic abuse workshops
Domestic Abuse development group
Strategic assessment key partner
groups.
Consultation with partners

Public consultation/engagement
proposals
may
take
place
implementation.
12.

13.

Ensure sustainability planning for Robin Porter,
current issues which may not be Chair of the CSP
priorities for 2020 onwards.
Vicky Hawkes,
Service Manager
– Public
Protection
Pilot area for targeted area – this Darren Turney,
action area relates to adopting a Inspector –
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on the
through

Complete – a new structure for the CSP is
planned for 2020 onwards and has been
approved at the CSP Executive on 28/01/2020.

The CSP undertook an intelligence led
process, taking into account the current

APPENDIX B

new approach to the work of the Bedfordshire
Community Safety Partnership.
Police
Tara Lynch,
Community
Safety Officer –
Community
Safety

priorities within the Partnership Plan. This led
to the High Town ward being identified as the
pilot area. A plan for a range of targeted
actions will be developed with a view to
reducing overall crime level, improving
confidence and trust of the public and reducing
fear of crime.
Operation Octans has been created to oversee
the delivery of the work in this area. The first
Joint Action Group was held on 19 December
at the High Town Methodist Church, led by the
Police. The session began with an overview an
overview of the crime stats and history of the
area, followed by workshops looking at the root
causes of three identified priorities and then the
identification of some potentially effective
responses to address them.
The three
identified priorities are:
1. On-Street Sexual Exploitation
2. Drug Use/Drug Dealing related ASB
3. Environmental
Issues
(Flytipping/Littering)
Three formal action plans have now been
created. All relevant partners have signed up
for the actions and will be updating the group at
the next meeting, being held on 09/03/2020. A
method to evaluate and monitor the success of
this pilot approach, including the voice of the
community, will factor into the action planning.
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On the 4th March, a large scale multi-agency
day of action will take place in High Town where
all partners can use this as an opportunity to
speak with the public and let them know what
they’ll expect to see in coming months.
Operation Octans has also formed part of an
application for the Home Office Safer Streets
funding.
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD (OSB)

AGENDA ITEM

(CRIME AND DISORDER COMMITTEE)

9

DATE OF MEETING: 2nd March 2020
REPORT OF: Community Safety Partnership Executive
REPORT AUTHOR: Vicky Hawkes
SUBJECT:

TEL : 01582 546159

Community Safety Partnership Plan 2020 - 2024

PURPOSE
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide the Crime & Disorder Committee with an
opportunity to review and comment on the Community Safety Partnership Plan
for 2020 – 2024 and the new model of delivery for partnership work.

2.

In addition – the purpose of this report is to enable an opportunity for scrutiny of
the developing Domestic Abuse strategy.

RECOMMENDATIONS
3.

The Crime & Disorder Committee is recommended to:
Endorse the Community Safety Partnership Plan 2020 – 2024 and to provide
any specific feedback that will assist the partnership to deliver on its
priorities.
(ii) Recommend to the Community Safety Partnership Executive that theme
leads develop robust performance monitoring regimes to fully evaluate the
work within priority areas.
(iii) Recommend to the Community Safety Partnership Executive to integrate
opportunities for community consultation and involvement within the
delivery of the CSP Plan.
(iv) Endorse the Domestic Abuse Strategic Document and recommend that the
Community Safety Partnership Executive approve the strategy and
overview action plan.
(i)
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REPORT
4.

The Crime & Disorder Act 1998 places a statutory duty on the local responsible
authorities to formulate a plan to:




Reduce crime and anti-social behaviour.
Reduce re-offending.
Tackle drug, alcohol and substance misuse.

5.

The Luton CSP has undertaken a review and analysis of current crime and
community safety issues across the Borough. This took into account national and
local priorities, trends, the volume and prevalence of incidents, the harm caused
to individuals, the economy and the community impact. Having completed this
exercise, the CSP has identified 7 priority areas on which activity will focus over
the next four years.

6.

These 7 areas are:








Violence & Exploitation
Youth Offending
Extremism
Town Centre & Neighbourhood Crime
Reducing Re-offending
Drugs / alcohol / mental health
Domestic Abuse

7.

The CSP is required to publish a plan which sets out the intended priority areas
which will be made available to the public. A draft of the content of this public
facing document is attached as Appendix A to this report. The Crime & Disorder
Committee is recommended to endorse the CSP Plan for 2020 – 2024 and the
priority areas. (Recommendation 1).

8.

The CSP intends to re-fresh its delivery model for the new plan which is set out
as Appendix B to this report. The CSP recognises that there is an opportunity to
make a significant contribution towards the Luton 2040 – No one in poverty
priority and this will be the central driver of the partnership work. The partnership
intends to structure its delivery as follows:






The Community Safety Partnership Executive will continue to provide the
strategic governance board for the partnership.
Theme leads have been identified to lead the delivery of work within each
identified priority area.
Theme leads are senior officers from across the partnership. They have
an active role within the priority area and will be responsible for identifying
and leading on the delivery of actions within each area.
Theme leads will provide accountability reports to the CSP Executive on a
quarterly basis.
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The CSP Executive will act as a strategic coordination forum to ensure
cross-cutting oversight of the priorities, problem solving and offering
support and guidance to the theme leads.

9.

Appendix C to this report contains a set of slides which have been put together
by the theme leads and will be presented at the meeting. These set out the
general direction of travel for each of the priority areas with a focus on the period
2020 to 2021. The initial focus will be on ensuring that the CSP has a good
understanding of the strategic problem profile and clarity on what is expected in
terms of delivery. A strong and robust performance model to evaluate the impact
and effectiveness of the work within each priority area is required to underpin
delivery (recommendation 2).

10.

The CSPE would like to take this opportunity to consult the Crime & Disorder
Committee on its developing Domestic Abuse Strategy, which is attached as
appendix D to this report. The strategy has been commissioned and drafted by
the partnership’s domestic abuse development forum under the leadership of the
domestic abuse theme lead. Crime & Disorder Committee is requested to review
the strategy and recommend its adoption to the CSP Executive (recommendation
4).

PROPOSAL/OPTION
11.

It is proposed to:
 Endorse the Community Safety Partnership Plan for 2020 – 2024.
 Recommend the CSPE to commission robust performance and evaluation
of the priority areas.
 Recommend the adoption of the Domestic Abuse Strategy.

APPENDIX (if any)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Community Safety Partnership Plan 2020 – 2024
Community Safety Partnership Delivery Model 2020 – 2024
Slide pack – CSP Priority Areas
Draft Domestic Abuse Strategy 2020-2023

LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS (if any)
None
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Luton Community Safety Partnership Plan
2020-2024

Front page:
Title
Logos of responsible authorities
Tagline – Working together to reduce crime and anti-social behaviour in Luton.
www.luton.gov.uk/communitysafety
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Appendix A
Page 1: Introduction by the Chair of the Community Safety Partnership
Welcome to the 2020 - 2024 Community Safety Partnership Plan for Luton. I am
delighted to hold the role of Chair of the Community Safety Partnership – crime
reduction and improving community safety are of absolute importance for our Town
and play a significant role in meeting our vision for Luton 2040.
We have a hugely ambitious agenda in Luton to ensure that no-one is in poverty by
2040. We are very much aware of the stark links between the impact of criminal
activity and a whole range of socio-economic factors. We are wholeheartedly
committed to doing everything we can to tackle these issues to ensure that all people
living in, working in or visiting Luton live good lives and meet their aspirations.
We will take a strategic approach to ensuring that our crime reduction and
community safety work supports our agenda to eradicate poverty. We will connect
our approach with other areas of work to tackle the causes of crime and the factors
which enable crime to flourish. This includes:






addressing levels of deprivation which makes crime an option
tackling domestic and sexual violence which perpetuate repeat offending and
victimisation
improving housing standards and the availability of safe accommodation
creating safe and accessible public spaces
confronting the harm caused by drugs and alcohol and driving this down

This partnership plan will set out the priorities we have identified as targets for action
over the next four years. We have a new set of values which will create a reenergised, outcome focused partnership that will strive to deliver longer term
change, increased opportunities for the co-production of solutions and a Town where
crime is not an option for anyone.

Robin Porter, Chief Executive, Luton Council
Chair of the Luton Community Safety Partnership
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Appendix A
What is Luton Community Safety Partnership?
The Community Safety Partnership is a collective of statutory agencies, local
organisations, charities, businesses, residents and community groups who are
committed to working together with the strategic aim of reducing crime and antisocial behaviour across Luton.
This partnership is overseen by the Community Safety Partnership Executive which
is made up of the statutory partners (Luton Council, Bedfordshire Police,
Bedfordshire Fire & Rescue, Luton Clinical Commissioning Group, National
Probation Service & Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire, Cambridgeshire &
Hertfordshire Community Rehabilitation Company).
The main role of the partnership is to actively lead on the development and delivery
of strategic approaches to a range of priority crime and community safety issue. The
priorities for 2020-2024 are set out on the next page of this plan.
Delivery
The Community Safety Partnership Executive will appoint theme leads from the
partnership who will oversee delivery of work within that work area.
Theme leads will lead the collaboration and delivery of work in these areas and will
report back to the CSP Executive on outcomes and performance.
An annual review will take place by the Crime & Disorder Committee who will
independently scrutinise the work of the partnership.
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Page 4: Our priorities for 2020-2024
We have undertaken a review of current crime and community safety issues and
identified the following areas as priority work areas for 2020 -2024.

See diagram on next page
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Appendix A
Page 5 : Our Key Targets








Reducing crime and anti-social behaviour across the Town
Co-producing outcomes with local communities
Promoting an early identification and intervention approach
Ensuring all people are given access to support services
Working towards lasting behaviour change
Driving down the availability , prevalence and impact of drugs
Creating safe and accessible public spaces
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Page 6-7 – Achievements 2017-2020
Keeping Luton Safe & Tidy
•

Launch of the ‘Keep Luton Safe, Keep Luton Tidy ‘campaign which has
supported many community clean ups over the last 3 years, involving
hundreds of volunteers collecting thousands of bags of rubbish and fly tipping
(image A)

•

A Public Spaces Protection Order for the Town Centre was launched in July
2018. 2228 interactions have taken place and 52 fines issued. Interactions
have supported us to achieve civil injunctions for persistent persons and also
helped safeguard individuals (image B)

•

We’ve commenced Operation Octans, selecting a geographical area of focus,
with the overall aim being to reduce overall crime levels, improve confidence
and trust of the public and reduce fear of crime

•

We’ve made significant use of tools and powers within the ASB, Crime and
Policing Act 2014, including Closure Orders, Criminal Behaviour Orders and
Community Protection Notices to tackle ASB

•

We worked with Wenlock Church of England Junior School, to deliver a safe
school parking campaign (image C)

•

We carried out a number of afterhours parking enforcement operations,
resulting in 15,009 tickets issued across Luton (image D)

• Since 2017, 1791 adults (25+) have engaged in structured treatment for alcohol
and/or drug misuse, with 540 adults completing treatment successfully

• Since 2017, 6191 outreach sessions have been delivered to young people,
4,990 accessing interventions for advice and guidance (image E)
•

Luton Town Centre was awarded ‘Purple Flag’ status, a sought after
accreditation for towns and cities that provide a vibrant mix of dining,
entertainment and culture, while promoting the safety and wellbeing of visitors
and residents (image F)

•

The Big Change Project was launched in December 2019, giving the
community an alternative way to give donations to local charities, supporting
people living with homelessness in Luton (image G)

•

The Neighbourhood Enforcement Team has grown to 12 officers and 2 team
leaders, focussing on a number environmental issues affecting residents and
visitors to the town (image H)
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•

Our Dog Wardens Service won the RSPCA Gold Stray Dog Award for the 6th
year running, for special recognition of their consistent high standards in
promoting responsible dog ownership (image J)

•

Introduction of the Police Town Centre Community Team, basing themselves
in The Mall (image K)

• We met our targets for reducing ASB:
Reduce Town Centre ASB by 25%
Reduce youth ASB by 20%
Reduce reports of nuisance motorcycles by one third
Reduce neighbour related ASB by 10%
•

Funding awarded to address rough sleeping across Luton. The funding allows
for innovative new approaches, helping to meet the council’s ambition to end
poverty in Luton by 2040

•

Since the introduction of vehicle removals for parking contraventions, the
service has removed 120 illegally parked cars, which had a combined number
of 2,691 unpaid penalty charges. To date, 55 had been disposed by way of
scrapping. The service continues to pursue outstanding cases in line with
regulations (image L or M)
Luton is home to 6 parks that have been awarded a Green Flag, the national
quality indicator for parks (image N)
Due to successful external funding bids, Luton has recently benefitted from 2
new basketball facilities, a new play provision, better located outdoor sport
facilities and a number of outdoor fitness equipment stations
Parks Service continues to support and work in partnership with the Friends of
Luton’s Parks and Greenspace on projects that deliver corporate targets
including Green Skills programmes and Health and Wellbeing programmes
such as the Food Hub
The Parks Service are supporting ‘Garden The Town’ – an initiative enabling
local community groups to plant and maintain areas of local open space,
historically been targeted for vandalism and ASB (image O)

•

•
•

•
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Page 8-9 - Achievements 2017-2020
Reducing violence and exploitation
•

Partial closure on 60 properties, the first of its kind in Bedfordshire, preventing
‘unauthorised visitors’ from the properties and communal areas to prevent
ASB and criminal activity (image 1)

•

A Serious Youth Violence Community Engagement Strategic Plan was
produced, to ensure more frequent and better communications with the
community

•

The Amber Unit was launched to address serious youth violence and respond
to concerns of possible tensions. The team have regular contact with
schools, young people and the community

•

External Domestic Abuse grant funding from the Home Office awarded for
housing support

•

A Child Sexual Exploitation settings disruption toolkit was created, alongside a
programme of work with local hotels and taxi drivers, to help them be better
equipped to identify CSE

•

‘Hidden Victims’ campaign launched, raising awareness of all forms of
exploitation, including: domestic abuse, sexual exploitation, forced labour and
cuckooing (image 11)

•

The ‘Signpost for Bedfordshire’ unit launched in April 2018 and have received
12,873 referrals, supported 4093 victims and scored 97% on victim satisfaction
(image 8)

•

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government funding was awarded
and been used to fund a project addressing Female Genital Mutilation in Luton

•

A multi-agency meeting was established to identify vulnerable people who are
at risk of having their home taken over, seeking to put in support, preventative
measures and taking action against offenders

•

A multi-agency operation saw 15 warrants being executed at properties
suspected of operating as brothels and housing sexually exploited women. 8
arrests were made and 9 victims supported (image 9 or 10)

•

Violence and Exploitation Reduction Unit (VERU) has been established,
creating a network of different agencies and groups to tackle root causes of
issues such as gang membership (image 4, 5, 6 or 7)
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•

Preventing Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) strategy was
launched, alongside a VAWG Champions programme within the Council
(image 2)

•

Around 200 knives collected from Bedfordshire’s weapon bins have been
transformed into a sculpture of a Phoenix, a symbol of breaking free from
violence and rising into life. Arranged by St. Mary’s Church, with sculpture
made by Joe Carey (image 3)

•

The VERU are distributing £400,000 to projects across Bedfordshire to tackle
the problem of young people’s involvement in gang, gun and knife crime

•

Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3 knife crime prevention programmes continue to
be offered and delivered to all schools in Luton. The programmes are highly
innovative and are part of a sustained programme

•

Winner of the PCC’s ‘Pan Bedfordshire Impact Award’, the VARAC (multiagency group led by Bedfordshire Police) supports and case manages the most
vulnerable adults within our community and has achieved successes in
safeguarding individuals. Partners include Police, Victim Support, Probation,
Sodexo Justice, NHS, CCG, Penrose, Stepping Stones, Mental Health
Services, ELFT, local councils and adult safeguarding.
NHS Luton has employed a Multiagency Safeguarding Hub Nurse for Adults,
who is located within the Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) Adult team,
to support complex adult safeguarding referrals relating to a person’s health
needs.
The CSP are working alongside a number of local voluntary community sector
groups, working to address and tackle youth violence
The Multi Agency Gang Panel (MAGPan) remains the intelligence and
safeguarding hub for all agencies taking a collective responsibility for young
people who become exploited through gang associated behaviours.
The Routh Sleeper Partnership confirmed that between September 2018 and
December 2019 over 300 individuals have been moved off street and into
accommodation
A toolkit has been designed to support women, exploited by the on street sex
trade, to access support from any services they may engage with. The toolkit
helps practitioners to understand complex needs of the women, the barriers
they may encounter and possible life journeys they have experienced. The
ultimate aim being to support women to exit street sex work and disrupt
perpetrators.

•

•
•
•
•
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Page 10 – How to report

Residents can report crime, anti-social behaviour or intelligence through 101; or 999
in an emergency. You can also report online via www.bedfordshire.police.uk/report

Environmental crimes can be reported to the council through 01582 510 330 or online
at www.luton.gov.uk

Hate crime can be reported at www.report-it.org.uk

If you have safeguarding concerns, you can seek advice or report to the Multi-Agency
Safeguarding Hub on 01582 547 653, out of office hours: 0300 300 8123 or via
mash@luton.gov.uk

Support for those affected by crime in Bedfordshire
Whether it is you, a partner, friend, relative or colleague who has been the subject of
a crime, the Signpost Hub is the way for you to find the help that meets your specific
needs.

The Signpost Hub is an innovative approach to supporting those affected by crime in
Bedfordshire, putting victims at the heart. The Hub offers free and confidential support
to anyone affected by crime, whether it has been reported to the police or not.
This includes victims themselves, bereaved relatives, parents or guardians of victims
under 18 and members of staff where a business has been the subject of a crime.

They can be contacted by calling 0800 0282 887 (calls are free from landlines and
mobiles) or by emailing info@signpostforbedfordshire.com
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APPENDIX B
Luton Community Safety Partnership
Delivery Model 2020-2024

CSP Executive
2020 onwards

Priority

Lead Agency

Violence & exploitation

Bedfordshire Police
Superintendent David Cestaro

Young people

Youth Offending Service
David Collins

Extremism

Prevent
Sarah Pinnock

Town Centre & Neighbourhood Crime

Reducing re-offending

Drugs / Alcohol / Mental Health

Domestic abuse

Our values






Trust
Accountability
Delivery
Outcomes
Collaboration
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LBC Public Protection & Neighbourhood Policing
Laura Church & Superintendent Jaki Whittred
Probation
Alison Harding & Doug De-St Aubin
LBC Public Health & Clinical Commissioning Group
Gerry Taylor & Nicky Poulain
LBC Children's Services
Amanda Lewis

Appendix C

Community Safety Partnership Plan
2020- 2024
Initial Direction of Travel – Priority Areas

Delivered by Theme Leads
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CSP Future Delivery Model 2020-2024

CSP Executive
2020 onwards

Priority

Lead Agency

Violence & exploitation

Bedfordshire Police
Superintendent David Cestaro

Young people

Youth Offending Service
David Collins

Extremism

Prevent
Sarah Pinnock

Town Centre & Neighbourhood Crime

Reducing re-offending

Drugs / Alcohol / Mental Health

Domestic abuse
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LBC Public Protection & Neighbourhood Policing
Laura Church & Superintendent Jaki Whittred
Probation
Alison Harding & Doug De-St Aubin
LBC Public Health & Clinical Commissioning Group
Gerry Taylor & Nicky Poulain
LBC Children's Services
Amanda Lewis

Our values






Trust
Accountability
Delivery
Outcomes
Collaboration
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Theme Leads - Roles
• Strategic planning
• Goals and ambitions
• Coordination with other themes
• Action
• Delivery model
• Accountability & performance
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Town Centre & Neighbourhood Crime
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Town Centre – direction of travel

Strategic
Board

Town Centre
Masterplan

Environment

Connecting
Luton
Business
Improvement
District

Inclusive
Growth

Luton
Homeless
Partnership
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Neighbourhood Crime
Our approach:
Local problem solving for local problems
Re-integrating tactical tasking within a partnership setting
Place based approaches
Retaining and increasing opportunities for co-location
Increasing case conferencing around vulnerable individuals
Co-producing solutions with local stakeholders and communities
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Drugs/Alcohol/Mental Health
People who misuse drugs or alcohol are at an increased risk of
physical and mental ill health and social issues
Children can suffer significantly where there is parental drug and/or
alcohol misuse, resulting in long term health problems into adulthood
Drug and alcohol problems are increasingly complex. In Luton there are
multifaceted problems with people presenting to services with cooccurring conditions. A dual diagnosis protocol has been developed
with Resolutions , ELFT and IAPT. Pathways between services have
been agreed
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Priorities
• Vulnerable people are involved in street based culture
including those who are rough sleeping, begging and
women who are sexually exploited -these individuals
have complex needs and require intensive support
• There is an ageing cohort of heroin users and alcohol
dependant drinkers who consequently have many
physical health issues, such as liver disease and
respiratory problems which are related to the high
number of alcohol related admissions to hospital
• There has been a national rise in drug related deaths
and locally we have seen a small increase in 2019. A
DRD governance group has been formed
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Priorities
• A number of individuals in Luton with drug and
alcohol problems have taken their own life – the
suicide prevention plan includes actions
focusing on substance misuse
• Knife crime and high proportion of associated
emergency health attendances
• A considerable amount of crime, including
serious organised crime, is linked to drugs and
alcohol
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What we will do
•

•

•
•

•
•

Form a Luton Drug and Alcohol Board Partnership Board with membership
from Public Health, the NHS, Police, Prisons, Probation, Adult and Young
People’s Safeguarding and the third sector
The Board will set key performance indicators and will oversee and drive
the delivery of the Luton drug and alcohol action plan to address identified
issues
Members of the Board will be responsible for different areas of the action
plan and will be accountable to the Board for the delivery of that area
A regular update will be provided to the Board on the progress of the action
plan, against key performance indicators, which will be refreshed annually
by the Board.
The Board will report on the progress to The Community Safety Partnership
and to the Health and Wellbeing Board
Progress on priorities for children and young people will be reported to the
Children and Families Trust Board
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Young People
Strategic Priority 1 – Preventing young people becoming involved in offending
Intervening earlier to address risk and vulnerability factors and build upon strengths
prevents young people identified as at risk of offending from going on to become
established offenders thereby improving their life chances and reducing the harm caused to
others. The factors associated with persistent offending can be recognised and addressed
before they lead to patterns of behaviour which will be harmful for the young person and
others.
What we aim to achieve:
Working in close partnership with Children’s Services and other partners, we aim to improve the life
chances of children and young people in Luton, including improved emotional health, improved
participation in education, training and employment, improved attainment by those with specific
barriers to learning and improved family relationships, thus reducing the likelihood of offending.
What we will do:
Maintain a low level of first time entrants (including looked after children and other identifiable
vulnerable groups) into the youth justice system through the joint decision making partnership groups.
Measured quarterly through:
The rate of first time entrants to the criminal justice system declining meaning fewer young people
entering adulthood with a criminal record
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Young People
Strategic Priority 2 – Reduce the re-offending of young people already involved in offending

Reducing re-offending by young people can significantly improve their life course outcomes.
Breaking the cycle of re-offending, particularly where this offending has become prolific and
contributes to a disproportionate amount of total youth crime, means that our communities
will be safer and there will be fewer victims of crime. The savings from reduced re-offending
and the need for formal, acute youth justice intervention also enables a shift of resource
towards prevention of offending.
What we aim to achieve:
Reduce re-offending by young people with a particular focus on the relatively small proportion of young
people who commit a disproportionate amount of crime in Luton.
What we will do:
Working with Partnership services, we will continue to develop responses to re-offending that recognise
those who persistently offend have overwhelming experienced the most damaging upbringings, viewing
repeat offending as an indicator of safeguarding need.
Measured quarterly through:
The reducing numbers of young people re-offending, particularly amongst those who are
disproportionately committing the most youth crime.
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Violence & Exploitation
Serious & Organised Crime Local Profile – produced in partnership.
Identifying predominance in Luton of:

• Organised Crime Groups involved in firearms and drugs, including
County Lines;
• Urban Street Gangs with similar criminality, but greater risk;
• Consequent vulnerabilities and exploitation;
• Modern Slavery & Human Trafficking;
• Our response in partnership, e.g. Ops Thame, Yellow & Sparkler;
• Ambition to deliver demonstrable improvement through better
identification, prevention & early intervention, whilst maintaining
Pursue against greatest threats;
• Organised Crime & County Lines Partnership Board – delivery
against the 4Ps
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Violence and Exploitation Reduction Unit
Overall goal is to prevent violence and
exploitation, reduce the harm caused and
thus improve health and wellbeing across
Bedfordshire.
The key strategic aims are:
•
To review and use data and intelligence
(strategic needs assessment) to inform
the short term and long-term priorities;
• To highlight and identify actions
required to address the “causes of the
causes”;
• To have a strong focus on prevention
(including primary, secondary and
tertiary prevention);
• To ensure that there is a co-ordinated,
multi-agency approach to protecting,
preventing and supporting children and
young people who are involved in, or at
risk of, serious violence and
exploitation.
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Bedfordshire Reducing Reoffending Strategy
Aim: To reduce crime, prevent harm and repeat victimisation by understanding and responding to
local crime and needs trends and ensuring offenders receive equitable access to services and
support that will best effect their desistance from crime.

Bedfordshire Reducing Reoffending Strategic Priorities 2019/21

Housing






Improve access to
housing for people
leaving custody
Ensure all statutory
partners are
exercising Duty to
Refer
Improve support to
people experiencing
homelessness
Identify and
support innovative
projects to increase
housing
opportunities

Serious
Violence

Offender Management, Wellbeing and
Employment, Training & Education











Further develop and map IOM Cohorts to manage risks and
impact on communities
Identify new partnership opportunities via the Direction Hub
Improve access to all other reducing reoffending pathways:
drugs and alcohol, Education Training & Employment, Finance
Budgeting & Debt, Children & Families, etc.
Support a personalised approach to the complex needs of
offenders
Ensure those leaving custody have access to health and social
care needs assessment and continuity through referrals to
Community Mental Health Teams
Agree and design collaborative working practices and work
together under Mental Health Treatment Requirement
Support the commissioner in evaluating Mental Health Service
provision in Bedfordshire
Support and develop pathways for Women Offenders and for
Veterans







Raise awareness
among partner
agencies about
ongoing work and
The Bedfordshire
Strategy
Identify and share
information about
emerging needs and
partner plans to
address these needs
Exit young people
from gangs and
crime – promote
success

Break down the barriers to partnership working and promote
Page 71wider
of 92 multi-agency opportunities to deliver this strategy for
Bedfordshire

Domestic Abuse
Domestic abuse analysis findings
Work with education around healthy relationship education
Coordination resource
Year 1 to 3 phased approach
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Our Vision is for Luton to be a place where young people, women and men can
live free of fear, violence and abuse.
Our domestic abuse vision is underpinned by nine priorities:
1. Collate and use data from all partners to develop a better understanding of needs and provision within Luton
2. In partnership, scope current and develop any new, appropriate learning material to support the promotion of healthy relationships and
understanding of domestic abuse and Harmful Practice to young people in education settings (Schools / Colleges / universities)
3. Strengthen and develop early intervention work including the provision of programmes which model respectful relationships to provide
families with the skills and confidence to recognise harmful relationships and behaviour
4. Working with all communities in Luton to promote a culture of zero tolerance to Harmful Practices and Domestic Abuse. The provision of
a rolling programme of awareness raising for adults and communities on the impact of DA on individuals, children and families.
5. Ensuring the new requirements under the Domestic Abuse Bill are appropriately implemented across the Council and its partners
6. Ensure all frontline practitioners are trained to recognise and offer appropriate support/signposting to victims including (where
appropriate) use of safeguarding processes including risk assessments
7. Develop co-ordinated service provision and pathways to provide access to services for victims which are predicated on the different
typologies of domestic abuse
8. Strengthen our response to challenging, disrupting and holding perpetrators to account
9. Ensure that there is a clear oversight on how organisations in Luton work both individually and collaboratively to effectively respond to
and prevent Domestic Abuse
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APPENDIX D
Luton Domestic Abuse Partnership; Domestic Abuse Strategy 2020 – 2023

PRINCIPLES

INTRODUCTION:
Domestic Abuse can have a devastating impact on victims, their families, friends and the
wider community. It is an issue which threatens the physical and mental wellbeing of those
it affects, damaging relationships with others and limiting the ability of individuals and
families to live happy and fulfilling lives. Domestic Abuse is defined as:
“Any incident or pattern of incidents of controlling, coercive or threatening behaviour,
violence or abuse between those aged 16 or over who are or have been intimate partners or
family members regardless of gender or sexuality. This can encompass, but is not limited to,
the following types of abuse; psychological, physical, sexual, financial and emotional”.
Domestic abuse is a gender biased crime; more women are victims and survivors of violence
and abuse than men. However, more men are stepping forward seeking support. Our work
will take into account the different needs and support for men and women.
This strategy also encompasses respective actions from the Pan Beds Harmful Practices
strategy (Forced Marriage, Honour Based Abuse and Female Genital Mutilation (FGM))
because the tasks relate to an overlapping group of partner organisations and these issues
are predominantly related to adults.
The purpose of this document is to set out what the Partnerships (Community Safety,
Children’s Safeguarding and Adult Safeguarding Boards) intends to do over the next three
years in order to “break the cycle” of Domestic Abuse within our families and communities.
The detail of this work will be provided in a Domestic abuse Action Plan which will support
this document; however, our key aims and ambitions are presented here.

The Partnership accepts that Domestic Abuse is a complex issue
and one which no single organisation can tackle alone. Hence this
is a strategy that will be owned by all partners & the three
partnership boards (Community Safety Partnership, Local
Safeguarding Children’s Board & Local Safeguarding Adult’s
Board).
Underpinning this strategy is a principle of collaborative working
across agencies in both the statutory and voluntary sector.
Furthermore, central to the strategy is the voice of the victim. As
a Partnership, we are committed to consulting with and being
influenced by service users. Their experiences of Domestic Abuse
and of the services in place to support them will be fundamental
to shaping new services and our strategic approaches, as well as
future involvement with service providers

PRIORITIES:
There are four strategic priorities which are detailed further in
this document: Prevention and Early Help, Partnership,
Provision and Protection.

GOVERNANCE:
This strategy and its activities will be accountable to the
Community Safety Partnership and the two safeguarding boards.

PREVENTION & EARLY HELP:
Supporting communities to prevent and build resilience to domestic
abuse and intervene at the earliest stage to prevent escalation and
behaviours which foster it and intervening early to prevent it

PARTNERSHIP:
All practitioners (voluntary sector, children’s services, health, housing, adults’
social care, community safety, education, police, probation etc) work together to
achieve the best possible outcomes for the person / family.

PROVISION:
Ensure the services provided in Luton for victims, perpetrators and
children are timely, consistent and deliver the appropriate outcomes.

PROTECTION:
Respond to risk, protecting vulnerable victims and families affected by domestic
abuse

What we will do to achieve our strategic priorities:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Collate and use data from all partners to develop a better understanding of needs and provision within Luton
In partnership, scope current and develop any new appropriate learning material to support the promotion of healthy relationships and
understanding of domestic abuse & Harmful Practice to young people in Schools / Colleges / universities.
Strengthen and develop early intervention work including the provision of programmes which model respectful relationships to provide families
with the skills and confidence to recognise harmful relationships and behaviour.
Working with all communities in Luton to promote a culture of zero tolerance to Harmful Practices and Domestic Abuse. The provision of a rolling
programme of awareness raising for adults and communities on the impact of DA on individuals, children and families
Ensuring the new requirements under the Domestic Abuse Bill are appropriately implemented across the Council and its partners.
Ensure all frontline practitioners are trained to recognise and offer appropriate support/signposting to victims including (where appropriate) use of
safeguarding processes including risk assessments.
Develop co-ordinated service provision and pathways to provide access to services for victims which are predicated on the different typologies of
domestic abuse.
Strengthen our response to challenging, disrupting and holding perpetrators to account.
Ensure that there is a clear oversight on how organisations in Luton work both individually and collaboratively to effectively respond to and prevent
Domestic Abuse

Luton DA strategy v4 dec 19
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COMMUNICATION, TRAINING AND AWARENESS RAISING, ARE ALL KEY AND RUN THROUGH EACH PRIORITY AREA

Our vision is for Luton to be a place where young people, women and men can live free of fear, violence and abuse

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD (OSB)

(CRIME AND DISORDER COMMITTEE)

AGENDA ITEM

10

DATE OF MEETING: 2nd March 2020
REPORT OF: SERVICE DIRECTOR - PUBLIC PROTECTION
REPORT AUTHOR: JENNIFER WYATT – NEIGHBOURHOOD OPERATIONS
MANAGER

TEL: 01582 546860
SUBJECT: PUBLIC SPACE PROTECTION ORDER (PSPO) - TOWN CENTRE

PURPOSE
1.

To consult the Crime and Disorder Committee on the proposed amendment to
the Town Centre Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO) which was enacted in
July 2018.

RECOMMENDATIONS
2.

The Crime and Disorder Committee are recommended to review and support the
proposals to vary the terms of the Town Centre PSPO – specifically to amend the
term relating to begging.

REPORT
3.

Public Space Protection Order’s (PSPO) were introduced by the Anti-social
Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014. The order allows local authorities and
the police to prohibit or restrict certain behaviours within an area to tackle
antisocial behaviour and help people feel safer.

4.

Once enacted, the Police (including Police Community Support Officers) and
designated Council officers can enforce the terms of the PSPO. This is usually by
way of a fixed penalty notice (locally set at £75, reduced to £50 for early
payment). Individuals can also be prosecuted for breaching the terms of the order
and Luton has uniquely adopted a restorative justice approach where appropriate
to particular PSPO terms.

5.

The existing PSPO covers the following behaviours.
 Street drinking – it is an offence to fail to stop drinking alcohol or to fail to give
up open alcohol when requested to do so.
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 Begging – it is an offence to fail to stop begging when requested to do so.

 Urinating/defecating – are offences under the PSPO.
 Spitting – is an offence under the PSPO.
 Dog fouling – is prohibited with the Town Centre PSPO area.
 Dog control – dogs must be kept on a lead/under control in the PSPO zone
(with the exception of Manor Road Park).

6.

The PSPO has been in place for nearly 18 months. Following a review, a public
consultation has been undertaken setting out a proposal to amend the begging
term within the PSPO.

7.

An information pack is attached as appendix A to this report which sets out the
proposal in greater detail alongside an overview of relevant information.

PROPOSAL/OPTION
8.

Potential variations to the current approach:


It is proposed to remove the failure to stop requirement from the existing
PSPO.

APPENDIX (if any)
Appendix A – Town Centre PSPO – Information Pack – Feb 2020

LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS (if any)
Report to Overview and scrutiny Board - 5th June 2018
Report to Executive – 25th June 2018
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APPENDIX A
Luton Community Safety Partnership
Town Centre Public Spaces Protection Order – Information
Pack
Authors: Jennifer Wyatt (Neighbourhood Operations
Manager) & Tara Lynch (Anti-Social Behaviour Case
Management Officer)
February 2020

This information is issued by:
Community Safety, Luton Borough Council

Page | 1
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1. Introduction & background
This document sets out the information pack in relation to the proposed amendments to Luton
Town Centre Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO).
Anti-social behaviour (ASB) is a key priority for the Community Safety Partnership. It has a
negative impact on victims and communities and is a negative generator of fear of crime within a
location.
A PSPO has been in place within the Town Centre since July 2018 and covers a range of
behaviours. The PSPO is not a tool that is used in isolation and is part of the integrated approach
to tackling anti-social behaviour – this approach is set out later within this report.
Following a review of the operation of the PSPO within this integrated approach, a consultation
exercise was undertaken to seek views from residents, businesses and interested parties in two
potential amendments to the existing Town Centre PSPO.
The proposed amendments which were included within the consultation were:
a) To change the ‘failure to stop’ begging term to an outright ban.
b) The existing PSPO zone is extended to incorporate the public space areas of the Galaxy Centre
(i.e. the entrance and communal areas, not the privately owned venues.)
For information – the Executive previously agreed to incorporate the Galaxy Centre subject to an
additional public consultation. (25th June 2018).
Current operation of the PSPO
The current PSPO includes a failure to stop approach to begging. This means that an individual
who is evidenced as begging will be asked to stop by an enforcement officer. If the individual
complies then no further action is taken other than signposting to support and intervention. If the
individual continues to beg then they have committed an offence of breaching the PSPO.
In these circumstances – officers will refer the individual to the partnership assessment pathway
which consists of an appointment with a local agency who will assist the individual with their
personal needs and circumstances.
Compliance with requests to stop has been high (as set out further below) but there has not been
longer term behaviour change and begging continues to take place on a persistent basis.
The proposals will remove the failure to stop requirement from the PSPO. It is proposed to retain a
range of options to enforce the PSPO begging term including:


Warnings



Restorative justice options including the community resolution (Bedfordshire Police only)



Partnership assessment pathway



Fixed penalty notices
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Prosecution



Other legal remedies such as injunctions

2.

Geographical area

3.

Legal Test

A PSPO can only be made or varied when the Council is satisfied, on reasonable grounds, that
the activity or behaviour concerned, carried out, or is likely to be carried out, in a public space:
a.
Has had, or is likely to have, a detrimental effect on the quality of life on those in the
location;
b.

Is, or is likely to be, persistent or continuing in nature;

c.

Is, or is likely to be, unreasonable; and

d.

Justifies the restrictions imposed.
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4.

Frequency of anti-social behaviour

Anti-social behaviour reports within the Town Centre have followed a long term downward trend.

Reports relating to begging have remained relatively stable. It is notable that the vast majority of
begging incidents are not reported through official channels. An assessment undertaken by
officers has established that begging is taking place on a continual basis at various locations
throughout the Town Centre footprint. This is a range of passive begging and direct begging whilst
mobile, reports of aggressive begging account for 50% of all begging incidents.
Whilst high footfall areas are targeted by this activity, there is an increasing pattern of mobile
incidents which occur at a wide range of locations. People within the Town Centre can experience
begging on a number of occasions during short visits to the Town Centre.
5.

Impact of anti-social behaviour in the Town Centre

There are a number of ways in which anti-social behaviour broadly and begging more specifically
causes detriment to visitors, workers and businesses within the Town Centre.
These include:


Feeling scared, upset and intimidated.



Feeling harassed.
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Avoiding the location altogether.



Feeling vulnerable and at risk of exploitation.



People and businesses may begin to move out of the town.



People remain trapped in a cycle of poverty.



The spirit and pride of communities is affected, leaving communities feeling neglected and
powerless.

Two surveys have been undertaken around the PSPO – first in 2017 which was before its initial
introduction and secondly during January to February 2020. Respondents were asked how safe or
unsafe they felt in the Town Centre during the day and during the evening. The results of the
surveys were as follows:
Response

2016 - % of
respondents

2020 - % of
respondents

Change

Day
Very safe

14

9

-5

Fairly safe

44

34

-10

Neither safe nor
unsafe

14

20

+6

Fairly unsafe

20

26

+6

Very unsafe

8

11

+3

Night
Very safe

4

10

+6

Fairly safe

22

17

-5

Neither safe nor
unsafe

16

34

+18

Fairly unsafe

32

36

+4

Very unsafe

26

3

-23

These results demonstrate that perceptions of safety in the day time have decreased. 58% of
respondents felt fairly or very safe in the day time in 2016 compared to 43% of respondents in
2020.
There has been a shift in perceptions from fairly/very unsafe in 2016 to neither safe nor unsafe in
2020 in relation to the night time. Feeling safe remains stable.
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7. Consultation 2020 response
Consultations were undertaken in 2016 and 2017 – an overview of the results are available within
the previous PSPO report to Executive at:
https://democracy.luton.gov.uk/cmis5public/Meetings/tabid/70/ctl/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/397/Meet
ing/5409/Committee/1106/Default.aspx
Between 7th January 2020 and 5th February 2020, a consultation was undertaken on the potential
proposed amendments.
238 respondents completed the questionnaire, which were predominantly a local person:

A local person
Someone that works in the town centre
Town centre visitor
Local business owner
Other
Local voluntary or community group

Count
164
39
15
6
4
1

%
72%
17%
7%
3%
2%
0%

All respondents had visited the town centre in the last 12 months with many regular visitors. The
following questions were asked:

How safe or unsafe do you feel in the town
centre during the day?
11%

9%
Very safe
Fairly safe

26%

34%

Neither safe nor
unsafe
Fairly unsafe
Very unsafe

20%
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How safe or unsafe do you feel in the town
centre
at night?
3%
10%
36%

Very safe
17%

Fairly safe
Neither safe nor unsafe
Fairly unsafe
Very unsafe

34%

Respondents were asked ‘Should the PSPO be amended to change the begging prohibition from
failure to stop to a ban on begging’ which received the following responses:

Should the PSPO be amended to a ban on
begging?
6%

10%

Yes, I agree
No, I do not agree
Don't know/ not sure

84%

Yes, I agree
No, I do not agree
Don't know/ not sure

Count
193
22
14

%
84%
10%
6%

Respondents were asked if they had any comments, 60 additional comments were received in
relation to the amended term, with the most frequently made comments summarised below:
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6.



Majority of respondents felt the level of begging made people feel uncomfortable and
prevented them from visiting the town centre



Concern that fining people who beg is not an effective way of tackling the issue



Not enough is being done to stop the begging in the town and the current way of dealing
with people that beg, only moves them on to another part of the town centre or prevents the
behaviour for a short amount of time



Requirement for additional resources to enforce the PSPO and have a more robust
approach



Apprehension regarding displacement of this behaviour to other areas close to the town
centre, which is not covered by the PSPO; including Bute Street, Bury Park and the other
side of the Train Station/High Town

Impact/perceptions – from the 2020 consultation

Anti-social behaviour can disrupt and even destroy the quality of life of individuals and
communities. Victims of ASB can become frightened and even feel unsafe when in their homes or
when they’re in the community. Anti-social behaviour can have a detrimental impact on
communities as a whole, leading people to feel less safe in public spaces and may even mean
that they stop going to them. The ASB displayed in an area can massively reduce the spirit and
pride of communities, which can result in residents and businesses moving away from the Town.
Below are some comments from respondents of the consultation, which show the impact ASB in
the Town Centre has had on them:
Person A – “ Please do this, as a 65 year old female, lifetime resident of Luton I am
constantly asked for money in the town centre; only yesterday I was actively pursued by a
young male calling out to me. I have to admit I was frightened.”
Person B – “ Begging stops people coming into the town centre, have heard lots of
comments on this, especially from the elderly. It is IMPORTANT though, that help is offered
to those begging. Mental health is a strong area of special need. The only problem is that
beggars will move to the Luton Town railway station and the High Town area, or other
areas close to town, but more especially to High Town because of its close proximity to the
bus/rail stations.”
Person C – “we have seen that people who are begging and vulnerable and at risk. However
they are also manipulating the public in the majority of situations. We support a move to a
ban on begging in addition to a failure to stop. However there seems to be very few
punitive powers that would be appropriate or indeed have any effect. Certainly a fixed
penalty notice is worthless and will have no public support. A positive behaviour
requirement does seem to have helped other people engage with
recovery services in the past if this would be possible.”
Person D – “The new approach would take a tougher approach on the problematic begging
in the Town Centre, whilst hopefully improving outcomes for the person begging.”
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Person E – “the reason I do not use Luton town centre anymore is due to the fact that all the
prohibition orders are just not enforced, and it is a horrible threatening place to visit”
Person F – “all to often the beggars are warned, then disappear for 30 mins, then return. It's
ridiculous and intimidating. 'can you spare some change for the homeless?' Then their
mate shows up, they hand him the money and off he goes to the nearest off licence! many
are not homeless themselves.”
Person G – “There is definitely too much begging and drinking going on it town which is
main reason we choose to go to London or Watford to shop rather than visiting the town
which is just 5min away from our home.”
Person H – “I and my family members get upset and stressed by being continually
approached by beggars, some of whom seem quite intimidating. It makes me avoid walking
outside of the Mall if I can avoid it.”
Previous evidence relating to the impact of anti-social behaviour in the Town Centre is set out
within the papers that were submitted to the Council’s Executive prior to the initial commencement
of the PSPO and are available at:
https://democracy.luton.gov.uk/cmis5public/Meetings/tabid/70/ctl/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/397/Meet
ing/5409/Committee/1106/Default.aspx

Partnership Consultation
A consultation event was held on Monday 6th January 2020 with a number of partners and
supporting services, to discuss the current situation of the PSPO, it effectiveness and the
proposed amendments. This was attended by a number of local partners from statutory and
voluntary sector agencies.
The view from the partners was that the current disruption of begging within the town centre is not
effective, and the anecdotal evidence suggests that the perception of begging is getting worse.
The PSPO has assisted in the interactions with people that beg, but there has been low
opportunity to formally refer people to the partnership assessment pathway. With the amendment
to the term of begging, this may see an increase of breaches to the PSPO, which should increase
the number of referrals to the pathway that will assist in the long term support and effective
change to the lives of those that beg.
There was an emphasis on the need for positive communications, from all partners. This would
include the process of the pathway, education those that give to people that beg, promotion of the
supporting agencies available to those that beg and also the good news stories.
Partners also felt that the enforcement and resourcing of the PSPO was paramount for it to be
effective. The presence of officers alone would act a disruption to this behaviour and offer
reassurance to the public.
Ongoing work such as the Big Change, which encourages alternative giving, would support the
PSPO in assisting the community to still be able to contribute towards changing the lives of those
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that beg but this is where there is a requirement for communication around education and good
news stories.
Statement from Neighbourhood Enforcement Team (NET) Lead
Whilst the current requirement has allowed us to have interactions, individuals are aware that by
stopping when asked they have complied with the requirement and as such there is a large
compliance rate. However we have noted that individuals will stop for the rest of that day and
appear the following day and as such the process will re-start. Whilst the interactions have been
able to provide evidence to support a number of ancillary orders such as injunctions and criminal
behaviour orders, there is still a large amount of work that has to go into these and with one
current case we have recorded a large amount of breaches for the injunction, however keep
getting adjourned at court, whilst the individual continues to further breach the order.
I would be in support of altering the terms of the PSPO surrounding the element of begging, to
remove the requirement. This would make it clearer for authorised persons enforcing the order but
also to those individuals engaged in the behaviour. Whilst we would be able to deal with the
breach instantly, this would not stop officers from having that engagement and continuing the
support work & measures that are already in place, and would then fall down to officer discretion
to determine the best course of action – taking into account relevant factors. Any breach would
also need to be clearly evidenced and meet required levels before a decision is made to enforce
against.
I feel that overall this would improve the perception of the PSPO and enforcement around the town
centre as a whole.
Statement from Bedfordshire Police Town Centre Community Sergeant
Currently the terms of the PSPO state that it is an offence to refuse to stop begging. This has
caused difficulty in terms of enforcing it as has been unclear exactly what refusal to stop begging
can be classed as. It has been enforced on a day to day basis in that if a person is to stop
begging, they will be prosecuted if they continue to beg on that same day only. The process then
begins again the next day. This has caused confusion both amongst officers and those that
engage in begging as it sends an unclear message. This also allows people the chance on each
and every day to beg at least once in a day before there is any effect.
It would be a far clearer message and more effective if the direction was that it was an offence to
beg that enforceable as soon as someone begs. This would still give officers the ability to use
discretion as to when to prosecute, and this decision will need to be justified in the same way all
decision Police take when prosecuting anybody. This will then present a clear message and be far
easier to enforce. I believe that this would quickly lead to a better and more pleasant environment
within the Town and hopefully lead to a greater footfall and hopefully increase business within the
Town.
In conclusion I would support the change to the PSPO power around begging to increase the
powers for those trying to solve the problems around begging and the anti-social behaviour
associated with it.
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8. Overview of current integrated approach to addressing begging
Begging is a complex social issue that links to homelessness, addiction, unemployment and social
isolation; there is a significant amount of resource in place to address this issue. The overall
approach is based on the following diagram:

Enforcement

Support &
Intervention
Prevention &
Disruption
Big Change – Luton
The Big Change Luton – a project that enables town centre visitors to donate to homeless services
using new contactless donation points was launched in December 2019. The contactless donation
points are on the outside window of The Travel Centre by the station (just off Bute Street) and in
The Mall.
Big Change Luton, supported by Luton BID and more than 20 other organisations, is an initiative
of the Luton Homeless Partnership.
Contactless donations of £3, or any amount via the Big Change Luton Just Giving page, will go
into a central pot which will be accessible for applications from any one of the services working
across Luton to help people build a life away from the street.
This programme will provide an alternative way of giving to individuals and help them towards
lasting change.
Overview of the rough sleeping coordination service
The Rough Sleeping Coordination service is a dedicated prevention and homeless service in
Luton to drive reductions in rough sleeping within the Town. Since September 2018, over 300
people have been supported out of rough sleeping and into accommodation.
It is not possible to provide an exact figure of numbers of people who are rough sleeping at any
one time but a snapshot count has taken place since 2015 which has assisted in estimating how
many people are rough sleeping on a ‘typical night’ in Luton.
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Year

Count/Estimate

2014

30

2015

53

2016

76

2017

87

2018

47

2019

43

November 19 snapshot of those rough sleeping:


43 people – 28 people observed rough sleeping and an additional 15 people who are
known to sleep rough but were not seen on the night of the count



5 people were taken to accommodation on the night reducing the number to 38



90% male



58% EEA 42% British



55% long term rough sleeping with a range of unmet needs

Pathways for people sleeping rough
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The offer made to people who are rough sleeping is summarised below:


Every person who is sleeping rough is continually offered accommodation solutions and
support to access drug/alcohol treatment and mental health services by outreach workers.



The accommodation that is offered is either free or will be paid for by housing benefits
which staff will help to get up and running.



Hostel accommodation is offered as a first step but support will be given to quickly move
people on if they don’t like shared accommodation.



Free food, showers, laundry, warmth and further help with housing is available at NOAH
Enterprise 7 days a week 365 days a year.



When people refuse accommodation and offers of support a safeguarding referral is made
and outreach staff will continue to offer support and will try to find different solutions and
pathways that the person might accept.



Access to services is not compulsory and people cannot be forced to accept
accommodation if they don’t want it – unless a person is assessed as not having capacity this would be a breach of their human rights.



It is hard to accept that some people choose to stay outside rather than go to supported
accommodation or their own flat but this is often the case – it is important to remember that
everyone is regularly offered accommodation and support.



Outreach workers will never give up – they will keep offering different solutions until a
person sleeping rough accepts support.

Barriers to change
There are a very complex set of circumstances that surround issues relating to rough sleeping.
Some of those who are rough sleeping will also be begging. The following is a summary of some
of the key issues that are barriers for some people exiting rough sleeping/ participation in begging:


Dependency on alcohol and/or drugs – the relentless issue of drug and/or alcohol addiction
and the control that this has over individuals - many individuals dependency needs are met
through participation in begging, which is also demonstrated in the strategic placing of
rough sleeping encampments. If an individual has their needs met (i.e. they can raise
money for drugs) then they can be less likely to access drug and alcohol treatment services



Public perception – the generosity of Luton’s residents to give to those they perceive to be
in need of or unable to access accommodation/food/support is holding people to begging as
the amount of money raised is significant.



Mental health – individuals have been assessed by services and have capacity to make
decisions. If they chose to refuse offers of accommodation and support, they cannot be
forced to take it.
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Lack of enforcement motivator – some individuals may engage with services if they are
subject to enforcement action that disrupts the ability to raise large amounts of money
through begging.

Current Offer – Drug & Alcohol Service
The offer available for people rough sleeping, begging and street drinking is comprehensive and
provides a connection to support services which are available according to individuals’ personal
needs.
The Outreach team encourages and facilitates access to hot food, clothing, showers, laundry and
bedding. Currently, any person begging visibly in a footfall area within Luton during the day will be
offered help by a NOAH outreach worker within 48hrs, usually sooner. People new to the streets
usually exit homelessness rapidly via the pathways developed once they come into contact with
the outreach team. ResoLUTiONS are currently offering extensive, specialist drug and alcohol
training to the NOAH service staff and management team to improve their knowledge and
confidence in substance misuse. This learning and knowledge is essential to successfully engage
with clients with complex issues.
In addition, individuals are encouraged to visit the NOAH welfare centre to receive general health
check-ups including oral health and mental health support, legal advice, EUSS scheme access,
accommodation advice, benefits advice, addiction recovery support, English lessons, employment
support, volunteering opportunities, ID replacement and international reconnections.
The outreach team liaises daily with the ResoLUTiONs service and helps the service connect with
the hardest to reach group who are often at high risk of falling out of treatment. This is done by
reminding people of appointments, reiterating harm minimisation advice, liaising with their
keyworker and accompanying people to appointments if they want this help.
Resolutions do not set thresholds but respond to personal need.
Public Spaces Protection Order - Begging Enforcement Overview
Principles of Enforcement
All enforcement by the Council is undertaken in line with the Council’s Enforcement Policy.
This specifically applies to individuals involved in begging, in the following ways:


Responsible, fair and effective – the Council ensures that all individuals have been
signposted, referred to and given information on support services on first contact and any
subsequent contact with individuals who are begging.



Proportionate and integrated – enforcement follows opportunities for individuals to engage
with support services. It is integrated within the overall approach and seeks to further
opportunities to engage people with intervention and support services.



Victim- centric – individuals are seen as individuals and enforcement staff look out for signs
of victimisation or vulnerability which is taken into account when making enforcement
decisions.
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Enforcement of the Public Spaces Protection Order
The team have had 414 interactions with 65 individuals in relation to the Public Space Protection
Order (PSPO). Current data capture does not include individuals who get up and move when in
sight of an officer.
It is estimated that officer’s visible patrols disrupts or prevents begging around 8-10 times per day
where those involved leave the scene before officers are able to talk to them.
Compliance with requests to stop begging has been high. No fixed penalty notices (FPN) have
been issued in relation to the begging term of the PSPO; however three individuals were referred
to the partnership assessment as an alternative disposal to a FPN.
There have been a steady number of individuals who are strategically placing themselves at key
locations throughout the town centre including high footfall locations and cashpoints as these are
viewed as profitable locations. This is done within the integrated approach by ensuring that
individuals have access to support, intervention and offers of accommodation.
Many refuse offers of accommodation and assistance and have advised enforcement officers that
they are able to raise large amounts of money to fund their drug use through begging.
The map below sets out the key locations for begging interactions.

There have been very few and isolated reports of begging outside of the PSPO zone and there
has not been significant evidence that the PSPO has displaced the issue.
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Key points for Luton


The PSPO is not a solution to begging in isolation, but instead needs to run alongside
initiatives to support the individuals in the long term to break the cycle of behaviour.



There is suggestion that our current approach to begging within the PSPO, may encourage
mobile begging, which is believed to have a greater impact on members of the public than
someone sitting with a vessel



There needs to be adequate resources for the PSPO to be enforced in order for it to be
effective in dealing with begging



Luton is advanced in its response and support in relation to begging/street culture. Our
approach to enforcement, enshrined in our Enforcement Policy, is integrated with the care,
support and intervention resources available in the Town. This will continue.



There is a long term committed approach across all agencies in Luton to create meaningful
and long lasting change to this area of work.
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